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Abstract




In past several years, a new field of symmetry-protected topological materials has emerged
in condensed matter physics, based on the wide range of consequences that result from
the realization that certain properties of physical systems can be expressed as topological
invariants, which are insensitive to local perturbations. This new class of materials host
unique surface/edge states, such as the first known topological system — quantum Hall
insulator with dissipationless chiral edge states, and massless spin-helical Dirac surface states
in 3D topological insulators that are unlike any other known 1D or 2D electronic systems. In
this thesis, to understand the role and significance of topology in real materials we focus on
time-reversal symmetry (TRS) protected 3D topological insulators (TIs) and on the chiral
edge states that emerge in the quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) state after TRS is broken.
While the interior/bulk of topological insulators is no different from ordinary semicon-
ductors with narrow bandgap, the spins of surface electrons are locked at a 90◦ to their
momentum and the conduction channels for up-spin and down-spin particles are separated,
akin to a two-way highway with a barrier in between to prevent the collisions. This phe-
iv
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nomenon is a consequence of the TRS protection at the surface. If we break this symmetry
and remove one of the conduction channels, for example with an out-of-plane magnetization,
a QAH state with the dissipationless chiral edge state can emerge, while both the interior of
the surface and the bulk are now free of itinerant charge carriers.
These dissipationless chiral conduction channels are technologically important as they can
transform modern electronics into quantum electronics for supreme energy efficiency. Even
though QAH was shown possible theoretically on a 2D honeycomb lattice under staggered
magnetic flux by Haldane in 1988, it has been only recently realized in a topological magnet
after the discovery of topological insulators. The first quantum anomalous Hall demon-
stration was under most restrictive materials engineering constraints, severely limiting the
exploration of fundamental physics and technological applications.
The access to the chiral channels in magnetically doped TIs (such as Cr, V heavily doped
(Bi,Sb)2Te3 thin films) is challenging –– it requires tuning the Fermi level precisely into
the small Dirac mass gap (∼10 meV) uniformly across a mesoscopic sample. The doping
disorders limit the observed QAH temperature to ∼300 mK range and only to samples with
thicknesses of 5 - 10 nm. A recently discovered new class of van der Waals (vdW) materials
in the MnBi2Te4 and MnSb2Te4 class opened vast new opportunities in materials design.
These intrinsic topological magnets does not require doping with magnetic ions, for their
crystal structure comprises seven atomic layers (septuple layers, SL) blocks with a single Mn
layer in the middle, each aligned ferromagnetically (FM) out-of-plane. Such FM exchange
interaction has been predicted to open a very large Dirac mass gap (∼70 meV), making it in
principle easier to achieve QAH state. However the interaction between SLs was determined
to be antiferromagnetic (AFM), and QAH has been possible only in the small odd number
of SLs where the net surface magnetic order was still FM-like.
This new class of topological magnets can potentially host chiral edge states at higher
temperatures without thickness limits, but currently it has two outstanding challenges,
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namely tuning the Fermi level into the Dirac exchange gap in the presence of naturally oc-
curring charged defects, and the AFM coupling in the bulk. In this thesis, we aim to resolve
these two challenges by (1) modifying the magnetism of the bulk to ferromagnetic by inserting
a topological Bi2Te3 non-magnetic spacer in between each SL layer, i.e., MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3
superlattice and (2) developing a new chemical potential tuning method — hydrogenation
using aqueous solution of hydrogen chloride — to tune the Fermi level of the bulk without
impacting the surface electron mobility.
This dissertation consists of four chapters. In Chapter 1 we give an introduction to topo-
logical effects, with a focus on the theoretical and experimental progress in our understanding
of QAH. We then summarize the current status of knowledge regarding the recently discov-
ered intrinsic topological magnets and lay out the challenges in this new quantum materials
class. In Chapter 2 we describe the experimental methods used in our study. In Chapter
3 we present our discovery of a previously unknown Berry-curvature-driven anomalous Hall
regime (‘Q-window’) at above-Kelvin temperatures in the magnetic topological bulk crystals
where through growth Mn ions self-organize into a period-ordered MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 super-
lattice. In Chapter 4 we discuss a new chemical tuning method involving hydrogen ions.
We demonstrate that hydrogenation resolves an outstanding challenge in chalcogenide classes
of three-dimensional (3D) topological insulators and magnets — the control of intrinsic bulk
conduction that denies access to quantum surface transport. We demonstrate that carrier
densities are easily tuned by over 1020 cm−3, allowing moving the Fermi level into the bulk
bandgap to enter surface/edge current channels. We show that the hydrogen-tuned topolog-
ical materials are stable at room temperature and tunable disregarding bulk size, opening a
breadth of platforms for harnessing emergent topological states.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to topological effects in
condensed matter
Topology is a branch of mathematics concerned with properties of objects, which are pre-
served under continuous deformations, including stretching and bending. In past several
years a new field of topological materials has emerged in condensed matter physics, based
on the wide range of consequences that result from the realization that certain properties
of physical systems can be expressed as topological invariants, which are insensitive to local
perturbations. The language of topology allows to connect seemingly separate physical phe-
nomena occurring in high-energy and condensed matter physics to each other [2]. Topological
quantum numbers are the foundation for the most accurate quantization of observables in
condensed matter systems, such as the ratio of the dc voltage V and frequency f in the ac
Josephson effect (V/f = h/2e, where h is Planck’s constant and e is the electron charge)
[3] and the quantization of the transverse conductance in multiples of e2/h in the quantum
Hall effect [4–6] The same robustness and accuracy may soon be utilized to revolutionize the
field of quantum computing with the help of topological qubits [7]. Currently, considerations
of the topology of electronic bands in the momentum space are guiding the search for new
1
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exotic phases of matter. The earliest example of topologically non-trivial state of condensed
matter, the quantum Hall effect (QH), was discovered in 1980 [8]. In the QH phase — a
quantized version of the conventional (normal) Hall effect — the Hall conductance, arising
from a transverse voltage generated by the longitudinal current, has a profound topologi-
cal origin [6]. Consequently, it takes on quantized values dependent only on fundamental
constants: h and e. The next significant milestone, the theoretical prediction [9] and exper-
imental realization [10] of quantized spin Hall effect in HgTe quantum wells, came about 25
years later. HgTe quantum wells system at a critical thickness undergoes a topological phase
transition from a conventional (trivial) insulator into a 2D topological insulator featuring a
single pair of helical edge states that are separated by their spin direction. The following key
development was theoretical prediction [11] and experimental confirmation [12–15] of a new
topological materials class, the three-dimensional (3D) topological insulators where electronic
bulk bands are inverted in the momentum space due to strong spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
and surfaces are gapless 2D spin-helical Dirac metals. These Dirac-dispersed surface states
are protected by time-reversal symmetry (TRS) and thus robust against backscattering by
non-magnetic impurities.
Among important recent breakthroughs in topological states of matter was theoretical
prediction of quantized anomalous Hall effect (QAH) [16], which is distinct from QH effect.
In the QH state, a two-dimensional (2D) electron system is under high magnetic field and
electron orbits are quantized into Landau levels, engendering an insulating state with dissi-
pationless chiral currents flowing around the edges. QAH occurs in zero field without Landau
quantization. QAH was first predicted theoretically in magnetically doped topological insu-
lators [11] and first observed experimentally in 2013 in highly Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 ultrathin
films at ultralow (∼mK range) temperatures [17]. Magnetic dopants in 3D topological in-
sulators break time-reversal symmetry and gap out Dirac surface bands. QAH phase arises
when chemical potential is tuned into the Dirac (mass) gap. In the real-world materials this
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process is challenging and requires innovative material modifications and designs, as well as
new tuning techniques. This will be discussed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.
This Chapter comprises four sections. In Section 1.1 we introduce 3D topological
insulators. In Section 1.2 we discuss quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) and axion insulator
(AI) states that arise when time-reversal symmetry is broken. In Section 1.3 we present
the current status of the recently discovered intrinsic magnetic insulator class. Finally, in
Section 1.4 we discuss the challenges to accessing the topological surface states in charge
transport.
1.1 Berry phase and 3D topological insulators
3D topological insulators are narrow-band semiconductors — ideally insulating in the bulk
— in which spin-orbit interaction is strong enough as to invert the ordering of bulk electronic
bands in the momentum space about the bulk band gap at the Γ point in the Brillouin zone
(BZ). While the bulk properties of these materials are not much different than any other
narrow-band semiconducting material, their bandstructure is distinct in that the wavefunc-
tion of an electron tracing a loop in the momentum space acquires an extra phase. This extra
phase is named after Sir Michael Berry [18], who had shown that a closed path integral of
a vector potential will always result in a phase that is half of the solid angle swept by the








where A = −i 〈u(k)|∆k|u(k)〉 is a vector potential called the Berry connection (similar to
a electromagnetic vector potential), |u(k)〉 are quantum mechanical wavefunctions called
Bloch states. F = 5 × A defines the Berry curvature. In particular, when the closed
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loop corresponds to a 2π rotation in a plane, the Berry phase is π. This Berry phase turns
out to have many applications in physics. For example, an electron undergoing cyclotron
motion in a magnetic field will gain an integer multiple of 2π phase in its wavefunction
and this leads to the quantization condition of the integer quantum Hall effect and an
emergence of the topological chiral edge state in 2D (see Fig. 1.2 and the 2D honeycomb
lattice model described below). Berry phase defines an important topological invariant Z2











= 0 or 1(mod 2), (1.2)
where A and F are defined above. The Z2 number is a metric of the Berry phase differences
in the BZ of a system where time-reversal symmetry is preserved. For the topologically trivial
states Z2 = 0, since there is no extra phase appearing as the electron wavefunction executes a
closed loop. In the topologically non-trivial state the system gains a π Berry phase and Z2 =
1. For example, in a 2D system Z2 distinguishes between a normal (trivial) insulator and
quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulator (Fig. 1.2). In 3D there are four Z2 topological invariants
which can differentiate between so called ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ topological insulators [20, 21],
see Fig. 1.3. Berry phase also defines a topological invariant integer for a system where
time-reversal symmetry is broken, called the Chern number [22], which can be expressed




Fd2k. Note that the integration is over
the surface area closed by the loop path in the BZ and both ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ of the
loop c must agree with one another up to a multiple of 2π, see Fig. 1.1. It follows that
the integration of Berry curvature F over the entire (BZ) surface must be 2πn and C is
quantized (0,±1,±2,±3...). See Section 1.2.1.
These topological electrons behave as massless relativistic particles obeying Dirac dy-
namics which locks their spin degree of freedom to their momentum thus reducing by half
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c s
𝑑𝐤
Figure 1.1: Illustration of Berry phase. In a simple spherical Brillouin zone in a two-
band theory Berry phase is given by the half the solid angle in a closed loop swept out by
the unit vector dk.
their phase space relative to any other fermionic state [20, 21, 23]. Furthermore, the helical
spin-texture associated with their Dirac nature greatly restricts scattering of surface states
as long as time-reversal symmetry is preserved. In particular it forbids backscattering and
therefore prevents the topological surface electrons from localizing [24, 25].
One essential condition to realize a 3D topological insulator is strong SOI. For example,
graphene (a single layer carbon sheet with hexagonal crystal structure) also has a gapless
linear energy (Dirac) dispersion in energy-momentum space but there SOI is weak and thus
the topological protection is absent. In theory, if one could turn on SOI in graphene one
would realize a 2D topological insulator [26], also referred to as a quantum spin-Hall (QSH)
insulator with an energy excitation gap and gapless spin polarized edge state, although this
is somewhat of a misnomer since in general such system would break spin rotation invariance
in the bulk.
In this section, we will lay out the key components in the formulation of a 3D topological
insulator following tight binding models of Haldane [27] and Fu et al. [21], where the latter
is an early 3D generalization of the QSH effect.
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The first term is the usual nearest neighbor hopping term. The second term connects second
neighbors with a spin dependent amplitude. νij = −νij = ±1, depending on the orientation
of the two nearest neighbor bonds d1 and d2 the electron traverses in going from site j to
i. νij= +1(−1) if the electron makes a left (right) turn to get to the second bond. The
resulting energy bands are shown in Fig. 1.3. The originally gapless state in this model is
now gapped (dash line) with an emerging new edge state that has spin polarization. The
SOI enforces the inversion symmetry and causes double degeneracy in each bands. However,
at the Dirac point where the conduction and valence bands meet, this degeneracy is removed
by band inversion and resulting an excitation energy gap ∆SO. The ∆SO depends on the
SOI strength of the system. To generalize this 2D QSH model to 3D topological insulators,
this 2D system need to be topologically protected on all surfaces. In other words, it has
to provide time reversal invariant of the 2 + 1-dimensional parity anomaly without fermion
doubling This can occur because their Dirac point partners are on the opposite surfaces. This
will define a 2D topological surface state that is topologically protected because a quantized
Berry’s phase [28] of is acquired by an electron circling the Fermi arc. This time reversal
protected Berry’s phase also implies that the surface electron will not be localized by weak
nonmagnetic disorders.
We consider a four-band tight binding model of the s surface states to generalize Eq. 1.3










ij × d2ij)cj. (1.4)
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Figure 1.2: Energy band structure for a strip of graphene (shown in inset) modeled
by 1.3 with t2/t = 0.03. The linear states crossing the gap are spin polarized edge states
(upper). Schematic drawing showing the edge channels (lower). Figure is adapted from
Ref. [26].




z(sxqx − syqy) +mzσx. (1.5)
Here q = k−Xz and mz =
∑
pδtpsgn[dp · ẑ]. dp is the bond vector associated with the pth
nearest neighbor bond. The Pauli matrices σi are associated with the sublattice degree of
freedom, while si describe the spin.
Solving Eq. 1.5 in a slab geometry on [111] surface gives weak/strong topological surface
states with even/odd number of Dirac points. See Fig. 1.3. All these surface states (SS) now
have spin momentum coupling. Fundamentally, the topological state and the bulk energy
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gap are the result of band inversion at the point where valance and conduction bands meet.
SOI enforces the degeneracy of both bands and causes the degenerate valence band to move
up while pushing the conduction band down. As these bands are crossing each other, an
”avoided crossing” energy gap is formed and the topological surface states connecting both
bulk bands appear.
Figure 1.3: Band structures for a slab with 111 face for the 4 Z2 invariances of
δt1,2 = (0, 1) in Eq. 1.4. The linear states crossing the bulk energy gap are localized at the
surface. The weak/strong TIs has even/odd number of SS in the surface spectrum. Figure
is adapted from Ref. [21]
.
This simple four-band honeycomb lattice model is not directly relevant to any specific
materials however it does capture the main features of the topological behavior of real crys-
tals. Searching for practically realizable strong 3D topological materials from the elementary
table that has infinite amount of alloying combinations is not a simple task. The big step for-
ward in developing real 3D topological insulators began with the work of Zhang et al. (2009)
[29], who accurately predicted the first family of 3D topological insulator X2Y3 (X=Bi, Sb;
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Y=Te, Se) using ab initio calculations after gaining insights from the toy-model discussed
above. The expectation of strong SOI and semi-metallic-like states lead them to look at
heavy elements and transition metals, see Fig. 1.4.
a b
c d
Figure 1.4: Calculated band structure for X2Y3 (X=Bi, Sb; Y=Te, Se) on the
[111] surface. Sb2Se3 has no surface states (a) while (b-d) has a single Dirac surface state
at the Γ point with bulk energy gaps ∼ 100 meV - 300 meV. All the Dirac surface states
here has spin-momentum locking. Figure is adapted from Ref. [29].
Experimental confirmation of the topological surface states in Bi2Se3 [12, 13], Bi2Te3
[12, 14, 15], Sb2Te3 [14] quickly emerged using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES). For example, Chen et al. (2009) [15], clearly imaged the topological surface states
with linear energy dispersion in Bi2Te3. Furthermore, the Fermi surface cross section was
found to have a clover-like shape, in agreement with the six-fold symmetry of the SS in the
crystal structure. The bulk energy gap was measured to be ∼ 165 meV, with a single surface
Dirac cone at the Γ point closely resembling the theoretical prediction shown in Fig. 1.4c.
The ARPES technique quickly became a basic tool providing one of the few high-accuracy
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Figure 1.5: ARPES measurements of band dispersions along K-Γ-K (top) and
M-Γ-M (bottom) directions for Bi2Te3. (a) The broad bulk band (BCB and BVB)
dispersions are similar to those in 1.4, whereas the sharp V-shape dispersion is from the
surface state band (SSB). The apex of the V-shape dispersion is the Dirac point. Energy
scales of the band structure are labeled as follows: E0: binding energy of Dirac point (0.34
eV); E1: BCB bottom binding energy (0.045 eV); E2: bulk energy gap (0.165 eV); and E3:
energy separation between BVB top and Dirac point (0.13 eV). (b) Photon energy–dependent
Fermi surface (FS) maps. The shape of the inner FS changes markedly with photon energies,
indicating a strong kz dependence due to its bulk nature, whereas the non-varying shape of
the outer hexagram FS confirms its surface state origin. Figure is adapted from Ref. [15]
direct probes of the surface bandstructure [30]. ARPES is based on the photoelectric effect
– an electron can absorb a photon and escape from the material with a maximum kinetic
energy, hν − φ − EB, where hν is the light energy and φ is the work-function of the ma-
terial and EB is the binding energy of the electron inside the material. The energy and
momentum of the electron can be obtained using a well defined photon source and measure
the kinetic energy and angles (from the material surface) of the escaped electron. However,
since the electrons are being projected through the surface, the momentum perpendicular
to the surface is not conserved. Therefore, angle-resolved photoemission is ideal for 2D
materials where the principle momentum directions of interest are parallel to the surface.
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The penetration depth of the photon into the materials will depend on its energy, therefore,
ARPES generally measures the surface electron’s energy momentum dispersion (∼ 1 nm,
but can vary in different materials). One key feature of ARPES is the ability to measure
depth dependence — and thus distinguish surface bandstructure from the bulk — using
different incoming photon energies. Another useful feature is the ability to quantify spin
textures by using polarized light source; the spin-resolved ARPES was used to confirm the
spin-momentum locking of the surface Dirac states [12, 31–33]. ARPES imaging of the sur-
face electronic bandstructure probes electronic states below the Fermi energy, and thus is
more encompassing in n-type samples where Fermi level is above the Dirac crossing point.
To image bandstructures above Fermi energy electrons are excited to higher energies in a
pump-probe schemes and the energy-momentum dispersion of the excited electrons is mea-
sured in an ultra-short period of time by time-resolved ARPES [34]. Generally, to maximize
the output signal, the measured sample area has to be relatively large (∼ 100 µm) and is
limited by the laser spot size (> 1 µm). In principle, ARPES having high energy resolution
(record-high resolution of ∆E = 0.36 meV was reported in [35]) is particularly useful for
detecting a small magnetic Dirac mass gap (/ 10 meV) in magnetically doped topological
insulators where the TRS is broken by the surface magnetism (see Section 1.2). We should
add that convincing evidence for the Dirac mass gap is still missing since the first observation
of the QAHE [17] in 2013. One reason is believed to be due to the averaging of the large
sample area in the ARPES measurement.
1.2 Quantum anomalous Hall effect and axion states
in topological insulators
In previous section we introduced 3D topological insulators — a new state of matter with
nontrivial bulk band topology that enforces gapless surface states with a Dirac dispersion
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and with spins locked to the direction of momentum of the surface Dirac fermions. These
surface states are ungapped or massless at the crossing of the linear Dirac bands, and they
are protected by time-reversal symmetry (TRS) against backscattering by nonmagnetic im-
purities. In this Chapter we will introduce topological states of matter than can emerge
when TRS is broken and Dirac bands become gapped when global net magnetization is es-
tablished, i.e. Dirac fermions become massive due to the magnetic exchange gap. Tuning the
Fermi level into this exchange gap under zero applied magnetic field can result in quantized
anomalous Hall effect (QAH) featuring dissipationless chiral edge conduction channels. A
different topological insulating state can emerge when magnetic order is established without
global net magnetization — such state can support axion physics, such as the topological
magnetoelectric effect. This thesis concerns with the quantum phenomena in such magnetic
3D TIs.
1.2.1 Theoretical prediction of quantum anomalous Hall effect in
3D TIs
The quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect, akin to the integer QH effect [6], displays all key
signatures of dissipationless chiral edge states (Rxx → 0.) and quantized Hall conductance
(σxy=±e2/h) but without external magnetic field. Although the chiral edge state manifests
in both QAH and QH states, their fundamental origins are very different. For example,
in a 2D electron gas (2DEG), electrons subjected to a large magnetic field are confined
by the Coulomb force to cyclotron orbits. As a consequence, 2DEG electron bands form
quantized Landau levels (LLs), and the 2D system becomes insulating except for the edges
where the boundary condition forces the conducting electrons to move along the edge and
prohibited to scatter backward. These chiral (unidirectional) edge states in QH will occur in
2D systems as long as the LLs formation requirements (the corresponding 2D carriers density,
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low temperature, and high magnetic field)are met. On the other hand, QAH is a purely a
bandstructure effect that arises from the intrinsic Berry curvature [28] of the electron bands
and will occur under very restricited materals conditions. The first QAH ‘toy’ model was
Figure 1.6: The honeycomb-net model (”2D graphite”) showing nearest-neighbor
bonds (solid lines) and second-neighbor bonds (dashed lines). Open and solid points, re-
spectively, mark the A and B sublattice sites. The Wigner-Seitz unit cell is conveniently
centered on the point of sixfold rotation symmetry (marked ”+”)and is then bounded by the
hexagon of nearest neighbor bonds. arrows on second-neighbor bonds mark the directions of
positive phase hopping in the state with broken time-reversal symmetry. Figure is adapted
from Ref. [27]
considered by Haldane in 1988 [27]. The system was a tight-binding model of a 2D honeycomb
lattice with a second order term that included the next neighbor hopping and this second
nearest neighbor site was given a staggered magnetic flux — globally, net magnetic field was
zero. See Fig. 1.6. The resulting Hall conductance was found to be quantized in units of
ve2/h, where v = ±1, 0. This periodic magnetic flux in the 2D honeycomb lattice breaks the
TRS and induce a mass gap at the Dirac point of the surface state.
Even though Haldane has demonstrated the theoretical possibility of quantized anoma-
lous Hall conductance from the bandstructure, the means of realizing such bandstructure in
real materials was not known until the discovery of topological insulators two decades later.
As was mentioned in Section 1.1, the surface of a 3D topological insulator is essentially a





Figure 1.7: Schematic illustration of the bandstructure and conduction channels
of a 3D TI and a magnetic TI. (a) Bandstructure of a 3D TI with spin-momentum
locking at the massless Dirac surface state. (b) Spin conduction channels with opposite
spins are traveling in opposite direction on the surface of the 3D TI. (c) Bandstructure of
a magnetic TI with a chiral edge state at the Dirac mass gap. (d) The chiral edges states
travel on the edges of the thin film sample, the direction of the chiral edge state is coupled
with the magnetization direction. Figure is adapted from Ref. [36].
quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulator with spin-momentum locking and with spin conduction
channels traveling in opposite directions along the edges as pairs so that the net spin current
is constantly zero. Yu et al. (2010) [37] noticed a close relationship between the QSH and
QAH, namely when the parity invariance of the QSH is lifted and one of the spin channels
is removed, then the system essentially becomes a QAH insulator. This lead to first prin-
ciples calculation of quantum anomalous Hall effect in magnetically (Cr, Fe) doped 3D TIs
(Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3). Yu et al. demonstrated that by introducing magnetism into TIs,
the TRS that protects the Dirac surface states is broken and a Dirac mass gap is acquired
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at the Dirac point. A chiral edge state appears at the Dirac mass gap and the quantized
Hall conductance in zero magnetic field comes into existence. To demonstrate this process,
we will consider the Hamiltonian of a simple 2D linear surface states, see Fig. 1.7a,
H = νF (−kyσx + kxσy) (1.6)
where νF is the Fermi velocity of the linear dispersion and σx and σy are the Pauli matrices
for spin. This Hamiltonian implies spin-momentum locking of the massless (linear) Dirac
electron, which means that electron with opposite spins will travel in opposite direction (i.e.
QSHI). See Fig. 1.7b. Introducing magnetism into this surface states will spontaneously
break TRS and bring an important modification to the bandstructure required for chiral
edge state to emerge. The electrons are now couple with the magnetic moments via an
exchange interaction and polarize the Dirac electron spins to align them with the magnetic
moments — this removes one of the spin conduction channels in the QSH state. The resulting
topologically nontrivial bandstructure has a mass gap at the Dirac point and a Dirac edge
state. See Fig. 1.7c. The Hamiltonian for this gapped Dirac state can be described by [23, 37]
H = νF (−kyσx + kxσy) +mσz = R · σ (1.7)
where R = (−νFky, νFkx,m) and m is a mass gap in the Dirac surface state. The Hall
electric conductance can be found using the Kubo formula [38] which at zero temperature
















This Kubo formula calculates N band insulator with M filled bands and the Hall conductance
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is obtained by integrating over the Berry curvature [28] of the bands in the Brillouin zone at
the Fermi level. In reality, only the intrinsic Berry curvature contributions but also extrinsic
spin scattering mechanisms (such as side jump and skew scattering) [39] due to e.g. disorder
or magnetic dopants. The origin of anomalous Hall effect is still a ongoing research with
many open questions still remaining. In above 2D surface state model with broken TRS, the
conduction carriers from the bulk bands are not considered and extrinsic contribution are
ignored. The zero temperature Hall conductance in the Kubo equation 1.8 can be further
reduced to σxy = Ce
2/h, where C is called Chern number, an integer which characterizes the















Here the coefficient 2 counts the contribution from both the top and bottom surfaces. This
integration gives C = 1 = 1/2 + 1/2 from two surfaces and the total Hall conductance is
quantized to σxy = ±e2/h for a single chiral edges state. In reality, this half-quantized con-
ductance is difficult to observe because the signals coming from both surfaces are coupled,
especially in magnetically doped thin films. Theoretically, there could be systems with mul-
tiple chiral edge states and those system are characterized by higher integer Chern numbers.
Our case above considers one single chiral edge state within the Dirac mass gap on a 2D




sign(m) for top and bottom surface is determined by the direction of the out-of-plane mag-
netization. Alternatively, if the top and bottom surface moments are pointing in opposite
directions, as could be realized e.g. in an antiferromagnet, then the chiral edge states are
counter propagating in opposite directions and annihilate each other. The resulting Chern
number C = 0 = 1/2−1/2 is then null — this state is often referred to as an axion insulator
(AI) state. See Fig. 1.8a. We remark that one of the important features of ARPES is the
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Figure 1.8: Chiral edge state and axion state. (a) Schematic drawing of a 3D TI and its
bandstructure with magnetization of top and bottom surfaces aligning in the same direction
(upper panel) and in opposite directions (lower panel) (b) The top panel shows the magnetic
field dependence of σxy at 500 mK for symmetric modulation-doped heterostructures with
V (pink) and Cr (green). The lower panel shows σxy and σxx at 60 mK for V-doped and Cr-
doped heterostructures. The insets show the magnetization configuration at different ranges
of magnetic field. The antiparallel magnetization configuration realizes an axion insulator
state. Panel (a) is adapted from Ref. [36], panel (b) is adapted from Ref. [40]
possibility to detect the small (∼ 10 meV) magnetic Dirac mass gap responsible for QAH
in magnetically doped topological insulators where TRS is broken by the surface magnetism
(See Section 1.2). We note, however, that convincing evidence of this Dirac mass gap is still
missing since the first observation of the QAH [17]. As will be discussed below in Section
1.3, see also Fig. 1.11, one possible reason for this is a likely ARPES signal averaging over
a relatively large sample area.
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1.2.2 Experimental observations of quantum anomalous Hall ef-
fects in magnetically doped TIs
In this section, we review the experimental progress in realizing QAH in magnetically doped
TIs and lay out the main obstacles that hinder achieving QAH phase at higher tempera-
tures. The first experimental observation of quantum anomalous Hall effect was reported
by Chang et al. (2013) [17] in a Cr doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 ferromagnetic 3D topological insu-
lator. The system is one of the QAH candidates predicted by Yu et al. back in 2010 [37].
There has been a intensive materials research of magnetically doped TIs since the theoretical
prediction of QAH requires net magnetism to be charge-carrier-density independent, with
magnetic moments pointing out-of-plane (along the crystalline c-axis). The other key ma-
terials requirement is for the chemical potential to be located within the Dirac mass gap
(in doped TI materials this mass gap is tiny, ∼10 meV), which ideally should be uniform
across a mesoscopic sample. Originally, Chang et al. first optimized the magnetism in a
thin film by systematically adding Cr into Bi2Te3 and demonstrated that the magnetism in
this system is charge-carrier independent. Next, they tuned the system to the vicinity of the
Dirac mass gap by systematically modifying the ratio of Bi and Sb by utilizing the fact that
the Bi vacancies tend to donate electrons while the other defects donate holes [41]. Finally,
by sweeping the backgate voltage in a transistor-like device structure, the Fermi level was
swept across the Dirac mass gap. As a result, at zero external magnetic field the σxy was
found to increase to reach an e2/h plateau and then decreased; the corresponding σxx and
Rxx approached zero. These observations combined are the hallmark signatures of QAH. See
FIg. 1.9. The first observed QAH observation was realized at very low temperature (∼30
mK range), much below the Curie temperature (TC ∼= 60 K). The reasons are believed to be
Cr doping and Bi/Sb alloying disorders that create a nonuniform distribution of local Dirac
mass gaps, thereby creating charged chemical potential ‘puddles’ across the sample [42, 43].





Figure 1.9: First experimental observation of QAH in a magnetically doped 3D
TI. (a) Magnetic field dependence of Ryx at different Vg. (b) Magnetic field dependence
of Rxx at different Vg. (c) Optical image of the thin film sample. (d) Dependence of Ryx
(empty blue squares) and Rxx (empty red circles) on Vg. The vertical purple dashed-dotted
lines indicate the Vg for V
0
g. Figure is adapted from Ref. [17].
After the first QAHE observation, many groups had successfully reproduced this result
in similar thin films and aimed to further optimize them for obtaining QAH at a higher
temperature. However, before the discovery of intrinsic magnetic topological insulators in
2019 which we will discuss in the next section, there was only one single platform for QAHE,
namely, Cr [17, 44–47] and/or V-doped [48–50] (Bi,Sb)2Te3 TI thin film (≤ 10 nm). Among
these experimental efforts, the QAHE temperature observed was able to increased from
35mk to about 2K [44] by minimizing the Bi/Sb alloying and magnetic dopant disorders




Figure 1.10: Magnetic modulation doping in topological insulators. (a) Schematic
drawing of the Cr doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 thin film. (b) Rxy and (c) Rxx of the magnetic thin
film in (a) as a function of temperature in log scale. Figure is adapted from Ref. [44].
while maximizing the magnetic interaction on the surface state. As shown in Fig. 1.10, for
example, Mogi et al. (2015) [44] studied Cr doping in three different locations: uniformly, on
the surfaces and 1 nm underneath the surface. In the case when large amount of Cr (∼ 46at
%) is doped underneath the surface, the QAH temperature becomes raises, confirming the
detrimental role of disorder on the QAH temperature. Even though the observed temperature
was enhanced by almost 100× from the first experiment, it was still lagging far behind the
Curie temperature (∼ 25 K). Magnetic doping of the TI thin films clearly has its limitations
since the doping and Bi/Sb alloying disorders cannot be easily removed — indeed, they
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are necessary for opening the Dirac mass gap and for tuning the chemical potential to
the vicinity of this gap. Therefore, to achieve higher temperature anomalous Hall effect,
a larger Dirac mass gap and/or an alternative chemical potential tuning methods are the
next logical step forward. In the next section, we will introduce a new class of topological
magnets, namely, intrinsic magnetic topological insulators which can support a large Dirac
mass gap without introducing random magnetic dopants. This thesis will demonstrate a
new ferromagnetic topological superlattice (Chapter 3) and a new chemical potential tuning
method — hydrogenation — that will neither impact mobility nor require alloying (Chapter
4) that show a path toward high-temperature QAH and the dissipationless transport of
charge.
1.3 Intrinsic magnetic topological insulators
In the previous section, we introduced theoretical concepts undergirding quantum anomalous
Hall effect and discussed real materials predictions that led to the first observation of QAH in
3D magnetically doped thin TI films. We also discussed experimental challenges in designing
QAH materials and heterostructures, and the challenges in tuning the Fermi level EF into
the mass gap for which the gap size and the tuning methods are critical. Moreover, there
is a severe thickness constraint. The lower thickness bound of a thin TI film is set by the
hybridization of top and bottom surfaces to ∼ 5 − 6 nm. The upper limit — in all real
topological materials — is imposed by the requirement that Dirac mass gaps one top and
bottom TI surfaces must ’align’ so that the Fermi level EF lies within both —- this requires
magnetic exchange energy to exceed the subsurface bending of the bulk bands. Thus, the
upper thickness limit (in addition to finite bulk conduction in real materials) depends on
the nature of magnetic order that within the mass gap of the QAH phase has to be carrier
independent [17, 51]. Recently, a layered van der Waals (vdW) compound MnBi2Te4
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Figure 1.11: Antiferromagnetic vdW layered intrinsic topological antiferromagnet
MnBi2Te4. (a) Crystal structure of MnBi2Te4 (MBT). The system is layered with the
septuple (SL) layers of atoms separated by the vdW gaps. Magnetic Mn layer is in the
middle of each SL. (b) Field-dependent magnetization curves of MBT for the two directions
2 K (blue) and 300 K (red). f.u. = formula unit; HSF = spin-flop magnetic field.(c) Photon-
energy-dependent ARPES data measured near the Brillouin zone center along the K–Γ–K
direction at 18 K shows Dirac-dispersed surface bands. Absence of any hν dependence
confirms the surface-state character of the upper cone. Panels (b) & (c) are adapted from
Ref. [52].
(MBT) has been theoretically predicted [52] and experimentally verified to be a TI with the
interlayer antiferromagnetic (AFM) order [52–62], see Fig. 1.11. In MnBi2Te4, the magnetic
moments of Mn atoms point out-of-plane and form ferromagnetic septuple layers (SL). The
monolayer of Mn ions is at the center of SL and, if SL is terminated on the surface, provides
a strong and uniform magnetic exchange coupling to the topological surface wave function




Figure 1.12: Intrinsic magnetic TIs (IMTIs) with large Dirac mass gap. (Left)
Crystal structure of MnBi2Te4, one of the first discovered IMTIs [52, 53]. (Right) DFT
calculated bandstructure reveals a ∼ 77 meV Dirac mass gap. Right panel is adapted from
Ref. [53].
 ~ 77 meV
IMTICr, V doped TI
 ~10 meV
Figure 1.13: Dirac mass gap size of Cr, V doped vs intrinsic magnetic topological
insulator Schematic drawing illustrates the comparison of DFT Dirac mass gap in previous
QAH Cr, V doped TI thinfilms (left) and in IMTIs (right).
and are predicted to open a much larger Dirac mass gap (∼ 77 meV) than previously found
in the Cr or V doped thin TI films [53]. See Fig. 1.12 & 1.13. This new intrinsic magnetic
topological insulators (IMTIs) could potentially support QAH at much higher temperatures
by resolving the challenges present in randomly doped TI films. However, in a bulk crystal
where multiple SLs are stacked the magnetization of adjacent SLs is antialigned and the net
global magnetization is zero. Thus, lacking a net magnetization that determines the chiral
edge current flow (see Fig. 1.8), a 3D MBT system is not a prototypical QAH insulator.












































































Figure 1.14: Two different routes to ferromagnetic intrinsic magnetic TIs. (a)
Schematic drawing illustrates the interlayer magnetization alignments. (b) Anomalous Hall
resistance during the temperature zero-field cooldown (ZFC) for Mn(1+x)Bi2Te(4−x) (x=0.4)
shows ferromagnetic ordering with TC ∼ 40 K and a large spin fluctuation regime extend-
ing beyond 80 K (orange shade). Insert: Magnetization hysteresis loops are detectable
at 75 K (red). (c) Magnetization during field cooling (FC) in 250 Oe magnetic field for
a (MnBi2Te4)4/Bi2Te3 superlattice shows ferromagnetic ordering with TC ∼ 13 K. Inset:
Magnetization loop at 2 K.
Indeed, it has been shown that a six-SL IMTI device features a large longitudinal resistance
and zero Hall plateau, which are characteristics of an axion insulator (AI) state [63]. A
robust AI is realized in zero magnetic field and it persists to relatively high temperatures
(Neél temperature TN = 25 K) over a wide (up to ∼ 6 T) magnetic field range. Raising
the field further drives a quantum phase transition (QPT) from the AI phase to a Chern
insulator (C=±1) phase with zero longitudinal resistance and quantized Hall resistance h/e2
toggling between different topological phases by QPT is exciting on its own, as it could
enable switchable axion dynamics and quantized magnetoelectric effects [64, 65].
To achieve higher temperature QAHE in these IMTIs requires the magnetization on both
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top and bottom surface to be aligned in the same out-of-plane direction, and preferably with
a higher Curie temperature TC . Currently, there are at least two routes to engineer ferromag-
netism in IMTIs. One route is to insert a certain (small) number of nonmagnetic topological
insulator spacer layers between the SLs to modify the magnetic interlayer coupling from AFM
to ferromagnetic (FM) [66, 67]. We will demonstrate growing such ferromagnetic topological
superlattice in Chapter 2 (Experimental Methods). In Chapter 3 we will describe the
discovery of a new QAH regime in the new superlattice by tuning the chemical potential
[68] using in part one of our unique tuning techniques. The second route is to insert excess
Mn ions on the Te-(2) sites that are within SLs (see Fig. 1.10a) — this should change the
interlayer coupling between the Mn layers in the neighboring SLs. Our preliminary results
indicate a ferromagnetic ordering of Mn doped MnSb2Te4 (MST) with TC ∼ 80 K, high-
est ever reported. See Fig. 1.14. This work is still in progress but we believe that excess
Mn and/or TeMn antisites on the vacant Te-(2) sites are responsible for the AFM to FM
transition. This mechanism can potentially be applied to MBT as well, although there the
interlayer coupling is much stronger than in MST (the magnetic field required to flip the
moments to align with the external field is > 3.5 T in MBT, see Fig. 1.11, and only ∼ 0.4
T in MST [69]).
1.4 Challenges to accessing topological surface states
in charge transport
In the previous Section 1.3 we introduced a new class of quantum anomalous Hall materials
systems — intrinsic magnetic topological insulators featuring a large Dirac mass gap and
tunable magnetism that could lead to higher temperature dissipationless chiral edges states.
In this Section 1.4, we will focus on the current challenges to accessing the chiral edges
states or other proximal exotic surface states (such as topological superconductivity, chiral
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Majorana fermions) in TIs and in IMTIs.
a b
c
Figure 1.15: Mn(Bi(1−x), Sbx)2Te4 carrier type conversion and the topological phase
diagram under Bi/Sb alloying. (a) Hall resistance vs. magnetic field at 2 K for x amount
of Sb dopant. (b) Carrier concentration as a function of Sb content x. (c) Phase diagram
of energy gap and chemical potential as a function of Sb content x. Adapted from Ref. [70].
This new class of intrinsic magnetic topological insulators, MnBi2Te4 and MnSb2Te4,
tend to form vacancy and anti-site defects during crystal growth. These equilibrium de-
fects pin the Fermi level (EF ) deep to bulk conduction/valance bands, typically resulting
in bulk carriers concentrations of more than 1020/cc [69]. Consequently, charge transport is
overwhelmed by the bulk conduction channels thereby denying access to the surface states,
since the commonly available, post-growth chemical potential tuning methods (such as elec-
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trostatic gating) are not effective enough to tune across this carrier concentration range.
Furthermore, in order to access the chiral edge states, the Fermi level (EF ) needs to be
precisely located within the Dirac mass gap and aligned on both top and bottom surfaces.
This can be extremely challenging since the Dirac mass gap size is typically small even for
MBT, partly due to its antiferromagnetic nature and the fact that the surface state wave
function can decay into a depth of a few SL from the surface [53] into the bulk, which is
further complicated by band bending effects at the surfaces [42, 71]. See Fig. 1.11b. To
overcome these issues, multiple groups had immediately tried Bi/Sb alloying [69, 70] — akin
to the materials modification used in the first generation QAH films (i.e., Cr and V doped
(Bi,Sb)2Te3 [17]), and also the QH phases in TIs [72, 73] in which the EF was tuned to
vicinity of the charge neutral point (CNP). As demonstrated by Chen et al. [70] and Yan et
al. [69], Mn(Bi,Sb)2Te4 (MBST) can indeed be tuned by suitable alloying to be either p or
n- conduction type. See Fig. 1.15a,b. However, Bi/Sb alloying process in IMTIs introduces
several issues. Firstly, it affects magnetization and it may also locally affect the magnetic
exchange (mass) gap in the surface bands. Secondly, the alloying introduces local charge
compensation disorders and impacts charge mobilities. Finally, the MBST bandstructure
appears to be very sensitive to the Bi/Sb alloying and it undergoes a nontrivial bandstruc-
ture transformation from a topological magnet with a Dirac gap at the Γ point to a Weyl
semimetal with Weyl points shifted away from the Γ [70]. Therefore, effective post-growth
chemical potential tuning methods for crystalline materials with a desired bandstructure are
critical to achieving quantum phases such as QAH, QH, Weyl insulator and axion insulator
states. In order to resolve these outstanding challenges, we have developed a high energy
e− irradiation (see Chapter 3) technique and a new hydrogenation method (Chapter 4)
for tuning the chemical potential of post-growth single crystals with up to 1020/cc carri-




2.1 Bridgman-Stockbarger growth of single crystalline
topological magnets
The standard Bridgman-Stockbarger technique employing a vertical pull through the tem-
perature gradient was used to grow single crystals of Bi2Te3, and Ca(0.09%)-doped Bi2Se3,
and Bi2Te3Se [74]. X-ray diffraction of crystals was performed in a Panalytical diffractometer
using Cu Ka (λ = 1.5405 Å) line from Philips high intensity ceramic sealed tube (3 kW) X-
ray source with a Soller slit (0.04 rad) incident and diffracted beam optics. MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3
crystals were grown by the vertical Bridgman method following the two-step technique [68].
In the first step, ground (20-100 mesh) high-purity (99.999%) bismuth (Bi), tellurium (Te)
and manganese (Mn) were weighted according to the formula MnxBi2−xTe3 and loaded into
the double-wall quartz ampules to avoid depressurization during the cooling process. The
ampules were evacuated to 10−6 Torr, sealed and loaded into a vertical furnace, and heated
to 627◦C, where they remained for 48 hr to achieve better homogenization. Afterwards, the
furnace was switched off and cooled down to room temperature. In the second step, the
synthesized material was ground again, loaded into the ampules for the Bridgman growth,
28
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evacuated to 10−6 Torr, and sealed. To create the seed crystal, ampules with a small diameter
(1.5–2.0 mm) along the tip at the lower end of the ampule were used. Two ingots obtained
from the first (synthesis) step were used to fill the Bridgman growth ampule. To obtain a
homogenized solution, the material was heated to 800◦C and rotated along the ampule axis
for 5 d in the hot part of the furnace. The samples were then moved down from the hot part
at the speed of 2 mm/day. The temperature in the lower part of the furnace was kept at
600◦C. This procedure resulted in n-type superlattice crystals with average sizes of 50 mm
length and 14 mm diameter.It should be noted that the single step process [75] resulted in
randomly Mn-doped p-type crystals (see Figs. 3.5 and 3.8).
Crystals of MnBi2−xSbxTe4 (x = 0.6) were grown were grown out of a Bi(Sb)-Te flux
[60, 69]. Mixtures of Mn, Bi and Sb pieces, and Te shots in the molar ratio of 1:10:16
(MnTe:Mn2Te3=1:5) were vacuum sealed in a quartz ampule (with a small amount of quartz
wool in the center as a filtration medium) in the same way as described above. The ampule
was then loaded into a box furnace, heated to 1000◦C, and held for 12 hrs to better dissolve
Mn shots (the melting point for Mn is 1246 ◦C). The ampule was then slowly cooled to
∼590◦C for the period of two weeks. Afterwards, the temperature was raised to 600◦C, above
the melting temperature of (Bi,Sb)2Te3 (∼ 585◦C), so that excess flux could be removed by
centrifugation. Crystals produced by this flux method were typically a few mm on a side
and often grew in thick block-like forms with thicknesses up to 2 mm that were, however,
easily delaminated.
2.2 Crystal characterization
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Samples for the TEM investigations (see
Figs. 3.1 and 3.2) in Chapter 3 were cut along the c-axis in the [1120] orientation, using a
focused ion beam (FIB). TEM characterization was carried out in a FEI Talos F200X micro-
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scope operated at 200 kV. Structural observations were performed in scanning transmission
electron microscope (STEM) mode using a high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) using a Super-X system with four silicon drift









Figure 2.1: Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMs) of Bi2Te3.
(a) Schematic drawing illustrates a TOF-SIMS measurement. A mass spectrum of the ma-
terials is generated by bombarding the outermost 1.5-2.0 nm surface region with a primary
ion (Bi+) beam. (b) ToF-SIMS images of Te (top), Bi (middle), and Si substrate (bottom)
indicate the rastered area from which the spectra were obtained. The scale bar is 10 µm.
Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). This technique was
used to detect hydrogen mass (1 u) in TI samples before and after hydrogenation. TOF-SIMS
is one of the most sensitive mass measurement techniques (less than 0.1 u). It combines a
mass spectrometer and measure the time of flight of the particle. See Fig. 2.1 for a schematic
illustration of the measurement and Fig. 2.2 for a typical spectrum of Bi2Te3. For detailed re-
sults of hydrogen detection in hydrogenated, see Chapter 4. Physical Electronics nano-TOF
TOF-SIMS system was configured with a 20 kV Ar2500
+ gas cluster ion gun for sputtering
and 30 kV LMIG Bi+ analysis ion gun. In the mass spectrum acquisition mode, TOF-SIMS
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Figure 2.2: ToF-SIMS mass spectrum of secondary ions ejected under positive
bias. Left : Under positive bias the mass spectrum shows a strong Bi3+ peak and the
expectedly suppressed Te and H peaks. Right : A zoom of the vicinity of Bi peak shows it
to be unperturbed by hydrogen. For the negative bias mass spectrum see Chapter 4.
analysis ion gun was set in high-current bunched mode (Bi at 25 keV ion energy and 100 ns
pulse duration). The TOF-SIMS data were acquired at a base pressure of ∼10−10 Torr.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS measurements were performed in
Physical Electronics VersaProbe II XPS with a Kα Al x-ray source (energy 1486.6 eV) and a
hemispherical electron energy analyser (pass energy 20 eV). The XPS energy-scale calibration
was made with Bi 4f5/2 (162.5 eV), 4f7/2 (157.1 eV), Ag 3d5/2 (368.2 eV) and C 1s (284.8
eV) when available. PHI MutiPak software is used for XPS data reduction.
Angularly resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). For ARPES measure-
ments, the crystal was glued (two-component silver epoxy) onto a 10×10 mm2 molybdenum
plate. The glue was cured in air at 80◦C. The crystal was then cleaved several times by the
scotch tape method to obtain the flattest possible surface. After inserting the sample into the
vacuum chamber of the high-resolution ARPES apparatus (base pressure ∼ 5×10−11 mbar),
the crystal was cleaved again. The spectra were taken at 35 K with an MBS A1 analyzer
set to an energy resolution of 10 meV for all presented ARPES data. The angular resolution
in these ARPES experiments is < 0.4◦. Mapping of the electronic structure is achieved by
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Figure 2.3: ARPES of a Mn:Bi2Te3-based ... SL-4QL-SL...sequence superlattice
crystal. (a) The Dirac band crossing is upshifted relative to undoped Bi2Te3 [29]. This
bandstructure modification is consistent with our transport data and DFT calculations (see
above). The ‘fuzzy’ band dispersion is from averaging the QL and SL regions exposed during
exfoliation (see Chapter 1 Section 1.1). (b) Three dimensional rendition of the ARPES
bandstructure in our QAH system at 35 K, above TC . (c) Constant-energy contours of the
band structure. With decreasing energy, the six-fold ’flower-shaped’ surface states surround-
ing the bulk conduction bands (BCB) at the EF become a smaller circle and eventually
separate into two intertwined triangular patterns with different intensities.
rotating the sample around the axis, which is aligned along the long edge of the analyzer en-
trance slit. Non-monochromatized He Iα resonance radiation of hν = 21.22 eV was employed
since it allows access to the entire valence band.
2.3 Tuning chemical potential with e− irradiation and
hydrogenation
Electron irradiations were carried out in a NEC Pelletron-type electrostatic accelerator
at the Laboratoire de Physique des Solides at École Polytechnique, Palaiseau, configured
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with a low-temperature target maintained at 20 K in a chamber filled with liquid hydrogen
fed from a close-cycle refrigerator [74]. Typically, a millimeter size sample is spark wielded
with electrical contact to monitor the resistance during in situ irradiation. See Fig. 2.4a.
























Figure 2.4: Tuning bulk topological insulators with high energy e− irradiation. (a)
Schematic drawing illustrating a bulk TI crystal under e− irradiation (left). The energetic
electron beams can penetrate solids to a depth of many tens of micrometres and (right) the
cryostat provides cooling (20 K) and allow in situ resistance monitoring for the samples. The
image on the bottom is part of the electron beam accelerator. (b) Impinging electrons induce
formation of Frenkel vacancy-interstitial pairs (inset), which act to compensate the intrinsic
bulk defects. Main panel: Frenkel pair formation cross-sections σ vs. electron energy E were
calculated using SECTE software with a typical displacement energy [76] ∼25 eV. Energy
thresholds, Eth, in σ are set by atomic weight; choosing E < E
Bi
th or E > E
Bi
th allows to tune
Fermi level in both p- and n- type TIs.
the interstitials which tend to be more mobile than vacancies – this ensured the stability of
all charges introduced by the irradiation process. The beam current density, typically 2 µA
on a 0.2 cm2, allowed modifications of carrier concentration on the order of 1020 cm−3 by
creating vacancy-interstitial point defects [76] in solids known as Frenkel pairs. See Fig. 2.4b
insert. The pair formation has an energy threshold which scales with atomic weight—it is
high for heavy Bi and is lower for lighter Te, Se and Mn, and the effective cross-section σ
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for pair creation on different sublattices in materials containing these elements depends on
the projectile energy (See Fig. 2.4b). This defines a pair-production window: below these
thresholds, the given sublattice becomes immune to irradiation, whereas at energies above
∼3 MeV, clustering and even nuclear reactions [77] may occur. The process of Frenkel pair
formation is straightforward and can be well controlled. The charge is primarily delivered
by introduced vacancies, since at room temperature interstitials do not contribute owing to
their much lower (compared with vacancies) migration barriers. For electron beam energies
above ∼1.5 MeV, the effective cross-section σ on a Bi sublattice is the highest and we will
show that donor type defects on this sublattice do prevail. For energies below Bi threshold
(∼1.2 MeV), the creation of Frenkel pairs will be mostly on Te, Se or Mn sublattices and,
correspondingly, by tuning electron beam energy a different mix of donor/acceptor defects
and a net acceptor charge doping can be expected.
de-hydrogenation
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Figure 2.5: Monitoring of longitudinal resistance during in-situ annealing. (a) A
cartoon of de-hydrogenation by thermal annealing. (b) Longitudinal resistance Rxx in a 24 h
hydrogenated, initially p-type, Ca:Bi2Se3 device as a function of annealing time at 122
◦C
toward CNP. It allows for a precise control of Fermi level and carrier density.
Hydrogenation process. Hydrogenation of already-fabricated devices and single crystals
was performed by submerging them in a dilute (0.5M) HCl solution at room temperature for
a predetermined periods of time, then submerged and rinsed with deionized water and dried
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with N2. Dilute HCl solution is used to avoid etching of SiO2 substrate. The diffusion of
hydrogen H+ ions from the solution was controlled by the submerging time. Hydrogen was
removed from within the samples by vacuum anneals in the 60− 200◦C range. The rate of
this process is prescribed by the annealing temperature and the thickness of the crystal —
at higher temperature and/or for thinner crystals the diffusion of hydrogen to the surfaces
is faster. The resistances over time for devices can be monitored during in-situ vacuum
annealing. See Fig. 2.5. Even though high temperature sheet resistance is not a accurate
indicator to determine the Fermi level position due to added thermal excitation energy and
increased phonon scattering, it still allows reproducible monitoring and control of the Fermi
level for a given sample as hydrogenation and thermal annealing can be cycled back and
forth.
2.4 Low-noise electrical transport measurement set-up
Transport measurements were performed in a 14 Tesla Quantum Design Physical property
measurement system (PPMS). The standard available temperature range was from 1.9 K
to 400 K. Lower temperatures (down to 50 mK) could be reached using PPMS dilution
refrigerator option. PPMS Model 6000 provides source-measurement units for simple four-
terminal resistivity measurements. However, Model 6000 has only three sets of source-
measurement channels, and it is not capable of measuring van der Pauw (VdP) samples to
obtain both longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance Rxy in one sample, where four
sets of source-measurement channels are required. Moreover, when measuring samples with
demanding conditions, such as very high resistance samples, the source-measurement units
in Model 6000 are not adequate or capable to perform in the pico-amp or nano-volt range.
To overcome these problems we designed an external measurement setup. Keithley 6221
was used as both dc and ac current source. Keithley 2182A nano-voltmeter were used





Figure 2.6: Keithley Delta mode setup for low noise resistance measurement in
VdP configuration. (a) Schematic drawing illustrates the electric transport Delta mode
set up and with a Scanner switching the VdP electrical contact configurations in ’device
under test’ (DUT) and (b) Example of a typical current-voltage measurements in this setup
as a function of time. Figures adapted from the Keithley user manual [78].
for the voltage measurements for metallic samples (< 1 MΩ). Keithley Delta mode was
employed to make high accuracy resistance measurements (∼ 10 nΩ). Noise level in the
electrical transport measurements in our setup was typically in the 5th to 6th significant
digits. The Delta mode is a semi-ac method which sends a periodic square wave current
to the sample and synchronizes it with the nano-voltmeter and the 60 Hz power line, to
take the measurement exactly at the same point to eliminate the random noise from the
power line and from thermal emf by reversing current polarity. This Delta modeset up is
shown in Fig. 2.6. To measure higher resistances we used Keithley 6517B electrometer,
which is capable of measuring resistances up to 1016Ω. It is noteworthy that the ultra-high
internal impedance of the Keithley electrometer may cause electric charge accumulation and
can damage fragile samples during the measurement and extra caution should be taken on
correct lead grounding and current settling time during the scanner switching between (VdP)
measurement configurations.



























Figure 2.7: Van der Pauw (VdP) electrical transport configurations. Schematic
drawing of electrical measurement in VdP configurations. Upper two measurements are
made for longitudinal sheet resistance and lower two are Hall measurements. In Hall mea-
surement, the voltage contact leads are at the maximum distance from the current leads and
geometric longitudinal contamination in Hall are canceled by measuring in the 90 ◦C rotated
configuration.
In the VdP technique, to measure the longitudinal and Hall sheet resistances the elec-
trical contacts have to be switched between four different configurations [79]: two for the
longitudinal resistance Rxx and two for Hall resistance Rxy measurements — the two config-
uration in each case differ by a 90 degree rotation. See Fig. 2.7. The resulting longitudinal
and Hall sheet resistances are calculated using VdP formula (write out the formula)
[79]. This method requires only four contacts on the sample, which is much simpler for the
difficult-to-exfoliate crystals that tend to be small (/ 5µm). In such small crystals, making
Hall bar contact pads with an optimal aspect ratio for an accurate resistance measurement
is often challenging, even when electron beam lithography is used to pattern the contacts —
the sample has to be carefully etched to an exact Hall bar shape. The Hall measurements in
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10 µm
Figure 2.8: Optical images of typical samples with lithographically defined elec-
trical contacts. (a) Hall bar contact geometry. (b) VdP contact configuration.
the VdP contact configuration use the sample area effectively, with the voltage and current
contact leads spread out to be the furthest distance apart to minimize the contact shorting
that will give inaccurate or small Hall signal.
Moreover, VdP method theoretically can work with any shape as long as the following
criteria are met: first, the sample thickness should be much less than the lateral size (i.e. in
thin films or thin flakes) and the sample should be homogeneous (without holes). Second,
the electrical contacts size to sample length ratio should be as small as possible (ideally
point contacts). Third, it is important to measure all configurations in a short time to
avoid artificial differences caused by changes in the sample environment conditions, such as
temperature and magnetic field. Keithley 705 Scanner was employed to electrically switch
between different preset patterns with a switching speed of ∼ 10 ms.
Sample fabrication for electrical measurements. Crystals were mechanically exfoli-
ated onto 300 nm SiO2/Si
+++ wafers, typically resulting in 6 - 50 micron-wide crystals with
thicknesses less than ∼ 400 nm (mostly 50-120 nm) as determined by the atomic force micro-
scope (AFM). Electrical contacts in the VdP configuration [80] were photo-lithographically
patterned and a sputtered Au metallurgy was used (see Fig. 2.8).
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2.5 Magnetization measurements
Magnetization measurements were performed in Quantum Design magnetic property mea-
surement system (MPMS) equipped with a 5 T magnet and temperature range of 1.8 K to
400 K. MPMS is a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer






















Figure 2.9: Magnetization measured in the SQUID magnetometer. A typical mag-
netic hysteresis loop of a 2at% Mn doped p-type Bi2Te3.
Sample preparation for magnetization measurements. A SQUID magnetometer is
very sensitive and even smallest amounts of magnetic contamination could be significant
when measuring weakly magnetic (diamagnetic/paramagnetic) samples. Therefore, extra
caution was taken when handling and preparing samples for the measurements. In mag-
netic, Mn-doped topological insulators discussed in Chapter 3 (see Fig. 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5d)
single crystals were cleaved with the c-axis identified, and the surfaces were exfoliated us-
ing scotch tape to remove remnant contamination from the crystal growth or environment.
Non-magnetic tools were cleaned with acetone, ethanol and de-ionized water, then dried
with N2 gas and wiped with Kimtech’s Kimwipes. The single crystal was placed inside a
softgel capsule stuffed with cotton to prevent sample motion, and secured in a plastic straw.
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The center of the SQUID pickup coil (in a gradiometer coil configuration) was determined
from the dipole signal of a Pd calibration sample. For a typical magnetic hyteresis loop,
see Fig. 2.9.

























































Figure 2.10: Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectra of MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 with
...SL-4QL-SL... sequence superlattice. FMR spectra measured at temperatures be-
tween 5 K and 26 K for two orientations of the external magnetic field. Left : H ‖ ab
(perpendicular to the c-axis). Arrows indicate positions of the resonance lines. For the
perpendicular orientation, two distinct lines are visible that merge on the approach to TC .
Right : H ‖ c (parallel to the c-axis). For H ‖ c, the resonance field is much lower; this reso-
nance field anisotropy indicates that the easy axis of magnetization is out-of-plane (parallel
to the c-axis), in agreement with the SQUID results.
Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR). FMR was measured using Bruker ELEXSYS-E580
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance spectrometer operating in X-band (9.5 GHz). Magnetic
field was swept up to 1.8 T, temperature was lowered down to 5.4 K using continuous-
flow Oxford cryostat. In the FMR experiment the magnetic moment of a ferromagnetic
sample precesses around the direction of the total static magnetic field, being a sum of
the applied magnetic field and magnetic anisotropy fields present in the sample. When
the frequency of the applied microwaves coincides with the precession frequency absorption
occurs. Due to the use of magnetic field modulation and the lock-in technique the resonance
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signal represents field derivative of the absorbed microwave power. FMR is a powerful
tool that can determine the g-factor, magnetic anisotropy and spin fluctuation in magnetic
samples. In the MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 superlative, the anisotropy is out-of-plane for see Fig. 2.10
and the characterization details in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.
Chapter 3
Observation of quantum anomalous
Hall regime in a bulk
MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 superlattice
The quantum anomalous Hall effect [16, 81] is a fundamental transport response of a topo-
logically nontrivial system in zero magnetic field. Its physical origin relies on the intrinsically
inverted electronic band structure and ferromagnetism [11], and its most consequential man-
ifestation is the dissipation-free flow of chiral charge currents at the edges [39] that can
potentially transform future quantum electronics [82, 83]. In this chapter we describe our
discovery [68] of a previously unknown Berry-curvature-driven [28, 39] anomalous Hall regime
(‘Q-window’) at above-Kelvin temperatures in the magnetic topological bulk crystals where
through growth Mn ions self-organize into a period-ordered MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 superlattice.
Robust ferromagnetism of the MnBi2Te4 monolayers opens a surface gap [52, 66, 84], and
anomalous Hall conductance reaches an e2/h quantization plateau when the Fermi level is
tuned into this gap within a Q-window in which the anomalous Hall conductance from the
bulk is to a high precision zero. The quantization in this new regime is not obstructed by
42
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the bulk conduction channels and thus should be present in a broad family of topological
magnets.
3.1 Introduction
In the quantum Hall (QH) effect — a quantized version of the conventional (normal) Hall
effect — the Hall conductance, arising from a transverse voltage generated by the longitudinal
current, has a profound topological origin [6]. As we discussed in Chapter 1.2, when a two-
dimensional (2D) electron system is under high magnetic field, electron orbits are quantized
into Landau levels, engendering an insulating state with dissipationless chiral currents flowing
around the edges. Distinct from QH is the quantized anomalous Hall (QAH) effect [16],
which occurs in zero field without Landau quantization. Instead, it requires breaking time-
reversal symmetry and a topologically nontrivial bandstructure with the Fermi level inside
the bandgap. In a 2D QAH insulator, the Hall conductance is Gyx = Ce
2/h, where C is
an integer topological invariant called the Chern number [6, 39] originating from the Berry
curvature [28] in momentum space.
Among diverse systems proposed to host QAH [11, 27, 81] magnetic topological insula-
tors [11], formed by an intricate interplay between spin-orbit interactions [85] and induced
intrinsic magnetism, appeared most promising. Indeed, the first experimental realization
of QAH was in Cr-doped (x = 0.15) ultrathin epitaxial films of (Bi,Sb)2−xTe3 [17]. The
out-of-plane ferromagnetism induced by doping with Cr (or V) breaks TRS and opens a
small (5 − 10 meV) Dirac mass gap [86] in the topological surface states and the Fermi
level is then fine-tuned into this gap by electrostatic gating. Quantization was observed in
a limited (∼ 5 − 10 nm) thickness range [51], with the lower limit fundamentally set by
hybridization of the top and bottom surface states. The upper limit depends on the top and
bottom ‘asymmetry’, and on the nature of magnetic order [87]. It is widely acknowledged
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Figure 3.1: Quantized Hall conductance in a bulk magnetic superlattice
MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3. (a) Periodic sequence of Bi2Te3 (QLs) and MnBi2Te4 (SLs). (b) Zoom
of (a) Mn monolayers within SLs imaged by high-resolution scanning TEM (left) and EDX
(right), see also 3.2. (c) The crystal structure of MnBi2Te4. Single SL atomic block (orange
box) corresponds the indicated layer in (b) (d) Illustration of the out-of-plane magnetization
M , with 1D chiral channels on the edges of a 3D TI. Both surfaces contribute to the Hall
conductance Gyx = 0.5 e
2/h with the same sign, resulting in a total Gyx = ±e2/h. (e) M(T )
(red) measured in a -100 Oe field. GAHEyx (T ) (blue) onsets at TC
∼= 13 K, and begins to
approach the quantized value e2/h from about 7 K on cooling. (f) GAHEyx (H) hysteresis loop
at 1.9 K with a coercive field Hc ≈ 50 mT and the zero-field 1/2 the loop height G0 = e2/h.
(g) The corresponding longitudinal conductance GAHExx (H). For reciprocal conductance-to-
resistance tensor conversion see Section 3.6.
that the ubiquitous magnetic doping inhomogeneities and Bi/Sb alloying disorders [88] set
the magnetization M(T ) in such films to be non-mean-field-like, with the onset of anoma-
lous Hall conductance Gyx(T ) in the low sub-Kelvin range [89, 90], downward-lagging the
ferromagnetic Curie temperature TC ∼ 30 K by orders of magnitude. Subsurface modulation
doping [44] helped raise the temperature to the vicinity of . 2 K, but thus far QAH has
been realized only in ultrathin films under most restrictive materials engineering constraints.
In our work described here we have discovered a much higher-temperature QAH regime
in a low-disorder bulk crystals of a topological material, where the crystalline order and the
magnetic structure (Fig. 3.1a-c, and 3.2) are self-organized into a well-ordered topological
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superlattice. The quantization is observed when the Fermi level aligns with the Dirac mass
gap. This occurs within an energy window in the conduction band (‘Q-window’) in which
bulk contribution to the anomalous Hall conductance is null — a regime not previously
considered or accessed in thin films. We note that analogous superlattice structure was
proposed for a magnetic Weyl semimetal [91], where Hall conductivity per topological layer
is quantized and chiral edge states can emerge in 3D.
3.2 Crystal growth and characterization of self-assembled
MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 superlattice
The system is nominally a canonical topological insulator (TI) Bi2Te3 with a small (2at%
in total) population of Mn ions, grown as n-type (electron conductor) [92], see Methods.
The magnetization aligns out-of-plane and the ferromagnetic TC does not depend on carrier
density or type. The well-known bandstructure of undoped Bi2Te3 [29] is not an obvious
candidate for QAH, since the Dirac point, nestled in the bulk valence bands, would be
largely unaffected by a random distribution of Mn in the dilute limit [75]. However, when
the growth process is properly designed, Mn ions do not distribute uniformly. Instead, the
quintuple-layered (QL) crystal structure of undoped Bi2Te3 [15] is modified from a disordered
magnetic impurity system into a nearly-periodic alternating sequence of QLs (Bi2Te3) and
septuple layers (SL) of atoms, each SL with the MnBi2Te4 crystal structure [93] (Fig. 3.1c).
Mn2+ ions are predominantly incorporated into a monolayer within each SL (Figs. 3.1a,
b), with only sparse amounts populating QLs and with SLs roughly separated by four QLs
(Figs. 3.1a and 3.2). For crystal growth details, see Chapter 2, Section 2.1. A strong
exchange coupling of the Mn ions within SLs establishes out-of-plane ferromagnetism with
TC ∼= 13 K (Figs. 3.1e, 3.4a and b), with Mn2+ within QLs spin-polarized by the intimate
proximity to SLs (Fig. 2.10). The magnetization M(T ) of our crystals sharply rises just












Figure 3.2: HAADF-STEM images atomic structure with EDX elemental mapping
of Mn (nominally 2at%):Bi2Te3-based superlattice. (a) (top left) An example of HR-
TEM showing an intrinsic superlattice of SLs (MnBi2Te4 ) and QLs (Bi2Te3) with a nearly
periodic (SL-4QL-SL-...) sequence, although a larger separation of 5 SLs is occasionally
observed. The corresponding EDX elemental maps of Mn (top right), of Bi (bottom left),
and of Te (bottom right) confirm that Mn is mostly localized in SLs in the layers where Bi is
missing. Te is distributed uniformly. (b) Atomically resolved TEM on a higher magnification
scale. The atomic positions of Bi (green), Te (blue), and Mn (yellow) in the SL and QL are
indicated.
below TC (Fig. 3.1e), in a remarkably close correspondence with the temperature depen-
dence of anomalous Hall conductance GAHEyx (T ) (Fig. 3.1e), which also onsets at TC . The
approach to quantized value e2/h on cooling, shown here for a thick (300 nm) crystal (sam-
ple S1), is evident at temperatures of several Kelvin. A nearly-square zero-field quantized
GAHEyx (H) hysteresis loop and the corresponding change in the longitudinal magnetoconduc-
tance GAHExx (H) are shown in Figs. 3.1f, g. Similarly square-like magnetization hysteresis
loops can be seen in Fig. 3.4. The magnetization anisotropy is out-of-plane as seen in Fig. 3.4
and, by FMR, in Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 3.3: Carrier independent magnetism of MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 with ...SL-4QL-
SL... sequence superlattice samples. The magnetization M of this intrinsic superlattice
is independent of carrier density, with TC manifesting as a carrier-independent cusp in the
longitudinal resistivity Rxx(T ) (see also Fig. 3.10c). The key element is that SLs and QLs
are structurally and compositionally compatible [53], and the surface gap is hugely enlarged
by the presence of the topological state in SLs (see Fig. 3.10). This is fundamentally different
from random magnetic doping (Fig. 3.10), from proximal non-toplogical ferromagnetic layers,
and also from antiferromagnetic pure SL material [52, 54].

































Figure 3.4: Magnetic anisotropy of MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 with ...SL-4QL-SL... se-
quence superlattice. Left : Magnetic moment for H ‖ c and H ‖ ab. Right : An expanded
field range for both field orientations. For H ‖ ab the increase of the total magnetic moment
with increasing magnetic field is not as steep as for H ‖ c; it is gradual and much smaller in
the lower field range. The high-field saturation moment for H ‖ ab is below that for H ‖ c,
as expected from a strong anisotropy ferromagnet [94].
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3.3 Tuning chemical potential in TIs by high-energy
electron beams and thermal annealing
In order to reach the quantum anomalous Hall regime, the Fermi level should be positioned
within the surface Dirac gap. However, the as-grown crystals are initially strongly n-type.
Therefore, to tune the surface bandstructure to quantization we utilize a two-step vacancy
engineering process (see Figs. 3.5, 3.6 and 3.8) — a technique we have demonstrated previ-
ously [74] in a variety of TIs. First, irradiation with high-energy (2.5 MeV energy) electrons
is used (see Methods) to create a uniform distribution of (predominantly donor) vacancies,
making the material less n-type (Fig. 3.8a). Next, thermal annealing is used to shift the
surface bands upward relative to the bulk bands. By annealing at a series of temperatures
and measuring the low-temperature longitudinal and Hall conductance between each step,
we are able to fine-tune the process and track the evolution of the bandstructure. The
vacancy-driven bandstructure modification we employ here to tune the system to quantiza-
tion is supported by the DFT calculations that incorporate vacancies (Fig. 3.10 and section
3.5) and is consistent with ARPES (Fig. 2.3 and Section 3.5).
Our irradiation technique [74] allowed us to span the entire bulk gap and access the
ambipolar conduction from both the valence (p-type) and conduction (n-type) bands. We
have previously established that the crystal structure remains intact after irradiation. For
example, in undoped Bi2Te3 irradiated with electron dose φ = 1 C/cm
2 the expected atomic
displacements δ u 1 per 5, 000 are not detectable. Impinging electrons induce formation of
Frenkel vacancy-interstitial pairs (inset in Fig. 2.4b), which act to compensate the intrinsic
bulk defects and thus unpin the Fermi level EF from the bulk valence bands. By a suitable
thermal redistribution of defects we are able to reach a stable charge-neutral point (CNP)
at which only the conduction through 2D surfaces states is present. The irradiation process
creates Frenkel (vacancy-interstitial) pairs (with vacancies primarily on Bi sites, typically
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Figure 3.5: Tuning bulk conductivity and bandstructure of topological materials
by swift particle irradiation of p-type Mn(2at%): Bi2Te3. (a) Resistivity of a sample
irradiated with 2.5 MeV electrons versus dose φ measured in situ at 20 K shows about three
orders of magnitude increase at the charge neutrality point (CNP) where the conduction is
converted from p- to n-type. Insert: Cartoon illustrating a 2.5 MeV electron beam impinging
on a 3D TI. At this energy electrons just pass though the sample — the beam can penetrate to
a depth of tens of thousands of micrometers. Electron irradiation acts to compensate charged
defects in the bulk while the robust topological surface bandstructure remains preserved [74].
(b) Bandstructure cartoon illustrating the effect of e− irradiation and thermal annealing
to the EF : e
− irradiation moves the Fermi level EF across the Dirac point (blue arrow).
Thermal annealing reverses the process (red-orange arrow). The obtained conversion is
the same in doped and undoped p-type Bi2Te3 crystals [74]. (c) Hall resistance and (d)
magnetization vs magnetic field at 2 K as a function of thermal annealing temperature of
a 3.6 C/cm3 irradiated sample. Carriers concentration are increasing but magnetization
remain unchanged indicating carriers independent magnetism in the system.
making the system more n-type), while thermal diffusion redistributes the defects to reduce
compensation (back from n to p) and drive them into the available sinks, which are mainly
surfaces [95].
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We also note that in randomly Mn-doped (2at%) Bi2Te3 crystals (see Chapter 2, Sec-
tion 2.1), the irradiation induces the expected p-to-n conversion (Figs. 3.5a, b). Notably,
the anomalous Hall effect in this case is null on the p-type side (Fig. 3.5c) and small all
through the conversion (see also Ref. [96]), even though the magnetization is still carrier
independent and large (Fig. 3.5d). This observation brings into focus the critical role played
by the bandstructure and signals the importance of Berry curvature effects.
3.4 Bandstructure evolution during thermal annealing
To illustrate the evolution of the bandstructure during thermal annealing, we schematically
depict the process in Fig. 3.6a-c. Annealing promotes charged vacancy diffusion to the
surfaces [97], with two distinct elements in this process: (1) carrier concentration within
the bulk is reduced (Fermi level, EF , moves down), and (2) vacancy gradient (Fig. 3.6a)
is established, causing subsurface band bending of bulk bands, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6b.
Quantum confinement in the vacancy depleted regions results in formation of subsurface
2D electron gas (2DEG) quantum-well-like states [71]. To better visualize this process, we
sketch in Fig. 3.6c the bulk and surface (SS) bands separately and illustrate the movement
of the Fermi level EF (down) and the surface bands (up) relative to the bulk conduction
band (BCB) minimum at four steps during the annealing process. Initially (step 1) the
Dirac bands (blue lines) and 2DEG bands (grey lines) are aligned with the bulk bands (grey
shaded areas), and the Fermi level is within the bulk conduction band (BCB) at position
E0F . Upon annealing, the Fermi level shifts slowly downward, while at the same time the
surface bands rapidly shift upward relative to the bulk bands. Thus, we can expect that
with annealing, the Fermi level will first pass into the 2DEG separation E2D (point 2), then
into the surface Dirac gap ∆ (point 3), and finally into the 2DEG and Dirac valence bands
(point 4), all while the bulk remains n-type. This will lead to quantization of the surface



































Figure 3.6: Schematic drawings illustrating the bandstructure evolution during
thermal annealing. (a) Vacancy redistribution by thermal annealing establishes vacancy
density gradient, with surface regions (blue shade) progressively denuded of vacancies. Va-
cancy profile is consistent with the sample thickness t  LD, with Debye screening length
LD ∼ 2 nm. (b) Vacancy gradient induces subsurface band bending, with 2DEG states form-
ing in the confined depleted regions (see text). (c) Step by step illustration of the positions
of surface bands relative to the bulk bands by thermal annealing. Quantization (Q) will
realize when EF and the Dirac gap ∆ align within the Q-window. E
Q
F is EF at quantization.
Bulk valence bands are marked BVB.
anomalous Hall response superposed on conventional n-type conduction.
Figures 3.7a-e show magnetotransport data for a sample (sample S1) irradiated with a





yx (Fig. 3.7a) reflects the sum of the normal bulk response G
N
yx, which is
linear in applied field, and the anomalous surface response GAHEyx , which shows a hysteretic
step response around zero field. Consistent with the vacancy diffusion picture, the initial
linear slope is large and negative (n-type). Upon annealing, it first decreases with increasing
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Ta, remains roughly constant when Ta is in the 70 − 90◦C range, and then decreases again
for higher Ta, finally converting to a positive (p-type) slope (also see Fig. 3.8). The overall
downward trend with an apparent plateau at intermediate annealing temperatures is seen
clearly by plotting the Hall conductance at -1.5 T as a function of Ta (Fig. 3.7b). The onset
of the plateau in Gyx corresponds to the point at which the Fermi level enters the 2DEG
separation gap (point 2 in Figs. 3.6c and 3.7b). This is confirmed by measuring the gating
response (Fig. 3.7b). The ambipolar behavior centered near zero voltage is direct evidence
for type conversion [45, 98], while the minimum in Rxx points to the presence of chiral edge
channels on the gapped surfaces [11, 81] coexisting with 2DEG longitudinal conductance
channels.
Figure 3.7d shows the anomalous Hall conductance GAHEyx , obtained by subtracting the
linear normal Hall conductance GNyx from Gyx. With increasing Ta, the height of the G
AHE
yx
loop first decreases, reaches a minimum half-height quantized value G0 = 1.001e
2/h and
then increases again. Notably, the quantized value of GAHEyx = G0, when EF and ∆ align,
coincides with the edge of the plateau in Gyx (point 3 in Figs. 3.7c and 3.7b). Plotting
GAHEyx and the longitudinal conductivity Gxx vs. Ta (Fig. 3.7e) shows that the minimum in
Gxx slightly precedes quantization of Gyx. This indicates that the minimum in the 2DEG
density of states (DOS) is slightly above the Dirac gap (Fig. 3.7f). Such behavior is seen in
different samples, see Fig. 3.9.




































































































































































Figure 3.7: Tuning the bulk magnetic superlattice structure to quantization: ir-
radiation plus thermal annealing. (a) Gyx(H) for different annealing temperatures Ta.
Initially, the normal Hall conductance GNyx(H) is n-type and nearly field-linear in the range
shown. It monotonically decreases with Ta until it hits a snag on an apparent plateau in (b)
prior to the eventual conversion to p-type (negative Gyx). Inset : Optical image of van der
Pauw contact geometry used. (c) Voltage gating at Q reveals ambipolar behavior in Hall
resistance Ryx riding on the bulk background. Rxx shows a minimum expected in a chiral
state. (d) GAHEyx (H) hysteresis loops at different Ta. Quantization is reached at Ta = 92
◦C.
(e) GAHEyx and Gxx as a function of Ta. A dip in Gxx(Ta) corresponds to a reduced density of




owing to a misalignment of DOS minimum and the Dirac gap ∆. The schematic steps in
(b) and (e) are labeled as in Fig. 3.6c. (f) DOS of the n-type bulk bands (blue) and surface
n-type (green) and p-type (red) bands at Q. The minimum in the bulk DOS is within E2D.
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Figure 3.8: Tuning bulk conductivity and bandstructure of topological materials
by swift particle irradiation of n-type samples. (a) In the n-type MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 su-
perlattice material, the 2.5 MeV e− irradiation creates additional vacancies and ’uniformizes’
the intrinsic vacancy distribution, thereby promoting the formation of BiMn antisites that
make the system less n-type. (b) Schematic bandstructure of n-type MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 su-
perlattice system with a uniform vacancy distribution (with Dirac gap within EG) illustrates
a downshift of EF under e
− irradiation. (c-e) Density of states (DOS) during thermal anneal-
ing process. The entire gapped Dirac surface bandstructure upshifts toward bulk conduction
bands (see Figs. 3.6c and 3.10) as the Fermi level EF shifts down due to vacancy gradient
created during the thermal diffusion process. Here the shading of the DOS in the bulk and
surface bands is the same as in Figs. 3.7f and 3.12d. The low-field type conversion from
n-to-p (see Fig. 3.7a) is not at the CNP but when p-type surface states (Dirac plus 2DEG)
dominate spatially separated n-type bulk states. The presence of both types of carriers is
evident as a strong field nonlinearity in Gyx (Fig. 3.7b). (f) The annealing process creates a
vacancy gradient [99] across the depth of the sample and shifts surface bands upward relative
to the bulk bands, see text. At quantization (Q) EQF lies within the Dirac gap ∆ (indicated
by the yellow shade); ∆ crosses 2DEG bulk states, giving rise to non-zero Gxx. (g) Our
calculations show that these (2DEG) bulk bands in the quantization window (Q-window)
away from avoided crossings the 2D bulk bands do not contribute to GAHEyx . This is a new
QAH regime not present in very thin films. (h) Representative DOS of bulk and surface
states at quantization.







Figure 3.9: Transport data for samples S2 and S6 under thermal annealing. (a)
Longitudinal resistance as a function of temperature (shown here for S2) is typical of all
samples. The behavior remains metallic during thermal annealing as conduction type con-
verts from n to p type. The peak in the longitudinal resistance [100, 101] corresponds to
the ferromagnetic mid-transition in magnetization M(T ) defined as TC ∼= 13.5K. The onset
of magnetic order is somewhat higher, at 14 K. (b) Anomalous Hall conductance GAHEyx as
a function of temperature for sample S2. The temperature dependence is similar to that
observed in sample S1 (see Fig. 3.1f). Inset: GAHEyx remains close to quantization up to 7 K
and a visible zero-plateau appears in the middle of domain reversal - consistent with reported
zero-plateau from chiral channels on the domain walls [102]. (c) Magnetic field dependence
of anomalous Hall conductance GAHEyx loops at different annealing temperatures Ta. (d)
Anomalous Hall GAHEyx and longitudinal Gxx conductances for sample S2 as a function of
annealing temperature Ta measured at 1.9 K and at zero magnetic field. Quantization for
this sample is realized at Ta = 114
◦C. (e) Anomalous Hall GAHEyx and longitudinal Gxx
conductances for sample S6 (with t = 50 nm and φ = 1.0 C/cm2) as function of annealing
temperature Ta measured at 1.9 K and at zero magnetic field. Quantization for this sample
is realized at Ta = 68
◦C. (f) GAHEyx for samples S2 and S6 vs. the temperature interval
(∆Ta) needed to arrive at quantization (Q), normalized to Ta at Q and to samples’ thickness
t (see Fig. 3.12a). With the temperature axis thusly scaled these two samples are nearly
identical near Q.
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3.5 Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of
the vacancy-engineered bandstructures
The electronic bandstructure of our self-organized Mn-superlattice in Bi2Te3 is very dif-
ferent from that of dilute randomly-doped or undoped Bi2Te3. Recent density functional
theory (DFT) calculations [53, 84] of the surface bands in thin MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 (SL/QL)
heterostructures and bilayers, without accounting for the ever present vacancies, predict a
much enlarged (& 70 meV) Dirac gap located roughly in the middle of the bulk gap. This
large gap is lacking in dilute randomly doped Bi2Te3. Large Dirac gap has been reported
in a ferromagnetic SL/QL stack in angularly resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
study [84]. It is consistent with a recent observation of QAH in ultrathin flakes of pure
MnBi2Te4, where the net out-of-plane moment is set by odd number of layers [103].
We examined electronic structures of MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 slabs based on first-principles
simulations including spin-orbit coupling and on-site Coulomb repulsion term U = 5.34 eV,
using VASP [104, 105]. The U value was chosen from Ref. [53] in order to take into account
strong correlation of Mn d orbitals. Projector-augmented-wave (PAW) pseudopotentials
[106, 107] and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [108] generalized gradient approximation were
used. For the pristine Bi2Te3 film, the experimental geometry [109] was used without further
geometry optimization, while for the other structures, the geometries were fully relaxed until
the residual forces are less than 0.01 eV/Å. For all slabs that we considered, 11 × 11 × 1
k-points were sampled, except for the structures with Bi vacancies, 5× 5× 1 k-points were
used including the Γ point.
We considered three structures where a 2-QL Bi2Te3 slab was embedded in MnBi2Te4
layers. The latter septuple layer (SL) structure is formed by interspersing MnTe layers with
Bi2Te3 layers, which was experimentally observed. In the first structure, a single SL caps
the top and bottom of the 2-QL Bi2Te3 slab, i.e. SL-2QL-SL. In the second structure, a
















































Figure 3.10: DFT-calculated band structures. (a) Pristine 4-QL Bi2Te3 slab, see also
Ref. [110]. (b) Four QLs of Bi2Te3 are sandwiched between the top and bottom MnBi2Te4
SL, i.e. SL-4QL-SL. The calculated bandstructure now shows the surface bands in the middle
of the bulk gap, with EF within a large (∼ 70 meV) Dirac mass gap, in agreement with the
bilayer result [53]. (c) Adding vacancies in the bulk while keeping the surfaces vacancy-free,
upshifts the Dirac mass gap (now reduced to ∼ 45 meV but still large) into the 2D bulk
bands. The surface bands (red dots) are further upshifted, with some of the 2D bulk bands
(B, blue), now appearing within the Dirac gap (zoom in the outset). (d) A schematic of the
surface states in randomly doped dilute (2at% Mn): Bi2Te3. Here the surface gap (yellow
band) is tiny. (e) A schematic of the SL-QLs-SL. Aligned out-of-plane Mn moments (thick
red arrows) are in SLs, with a small residual population of Mn in QLs (small arrows). The
Dirac mass gap is hugely enlarged relative to a random Mn doping illustrated in (d). (f) The
bandstructure after annealing of n-type sample as deduced from transport; the Dirac bands
are upshifted toward BCB and crossing the 2DEG bulk bands, here shown at quantization
(EF is inside the Dirac gap ∆). This bandstructure is in close correspondence with the one
obtained in the DFT calculations in (c).
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single QL caps the top and bottom of the first structure, i.e., QL-SL-2QL-SL-QL. In the
third structure, two SLs are sandwiched by two QLs, such as 2QL-2SL-2QL. We found that
only the first structure gives rise to a large Dirac gap of 70 meV with Fermi level within
the bulk gap, as shown in Fig. 3.10b. The Dirac gap decreases to a few meV for the second
structure, while the (almost gapless) surface-state Dirac cone becomes deeply buried into
the bulk valence band for the third structure (not shown). Compared to the band structure
of the pristine 4-QL Bi2Te3 (Fig. 3.10a), the first structure shows the surface-state Dirac
cone shifted upward toward the bulk conduction bands. The overall band structure is not
expected to change with increasing the number of QLs in the first structure, as shown in
Ref. [53]. In order to compare with the experimental data, we considered 2.8% Bi vacancies
in the middle of the first structure for a large unit cell of 3×3 atoms per layer. The calculated
band structure is shown in Fig. 3.10c. Compared to the case without Bi vacancies (Fig. 3.10
(middle)), the band structure is somewhat shifted upward, yet it still shows a Dirac gap of
45 meV which is a bit reduced. We remark that now a bulk band appears right below the
top of the surface-state Dirac cone. This band structure agrees with the the band structure
deduced from transport experiments.
3.6 Evidence for a Q-window within the bulk energy
bands
Remarkably, contrary to previously reported QAH regime where Gxx → 0, in our system
at quantization Gxx = ηG0 is rather high (η ∼ 1000). Here we illustrate with a simple
summation of the 2D surface and bulk conductance channels how they are separable in
2D, which makes possible to detect quantization in the surface Hall (transverse) channel
by tuning the Fermi level into the surface gap, even in the presence of a finite longitudinal
conductance channel.
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At quantization (Q) the surface conductance GSQ and 2D bulk conductance (2DEG) G
B
Q










Here, the longitudinal conductance (the diagonal elements in GSQ) from the surface states
at Q is zero (Dirac states are gapped). And since at quantization the Berry curvature
contribution from the bulk is zero), the off-diagonal elements (Hall conductance) in GBQ at



























In our experiments the bulk longitudinal conductance Gxx ranges from a few hundred to a
thousand G0 = e











where the longitudinal resistance (∝ 1
η
) is small and Hall resistance (∝ 1
η2
) is even smaller,
consistent with our experiments. The full Gxx scale is ∆Gxx + 1240 e
2/h, which shows
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Figure 3.11: Parametric plot of Gyx vs. ∆Gxx for sample S1. Left panel in the plot
below shows Rxx and Ryx used in the reciprocal resistance-to-conductance conversion in
Sample S1. Right panel shows parametric plot of Gyx vs. ∆Gxx.
that the change in Gyx is tiny (∼ 0.046 e2/h) as compared to ∼ 3 e2/h in Gxx. This is
consistent with a ‘good metal regime‘ discussed in [39], where AHE should be dominated
by the intrinsic (Berry-phase) mechanism. From the near independence of Gyx and Gxx we
surmise that these conductances are additive.
This remarkable finding rests on the existence of the bandstructure regions well away
from the avoided crossings [28, 112] in the bulk bands where the bulk Berry curvature Ω(k)
is zero and thus does not contribute to the anomalous Hall conductance GAHEyx given by
Eq. (2). Next we will show that, indeed, there exists a quantization window (‘Q-window’)
in which the bulk contribution to Gyx is zero.
The ease of tunability of the Fermi level and Dirac mass gap rests on the delicate balance
between thickness and irradiation dose. The Ta range, ∆Ta, needed to reach quantization
— in the putative Q-window — is larger in thicker samples and lower electron irradiation.
This is shown for three representative samples in Fig. 3.12a. The bulk contribution to
AHE is deduced by subtracting a presumed quantized surface state (SS) contribution GSSyx
from the GAHEyx data (e.g. for sample S1 in Fig. 3.12b), revealing the existence of the Q-
window in the samples shown. A consistent presence of the Q-window is further seen in the































































































































































Figure 3.12: Quantization window for a finite n-type Gxx. (a) G
AHE
yx vs. the annealing
temperature interval (∆Ta) needed to arrive at quantization (Q), normalized to Ta at Q and
to samples’ thickness t for representative samples S1 (t = 300 nm), S2 (t = 70 nm) and S3
(t = 101 nm) with irradiation doses φ of 3.1, 0.75 and 0.5 C/cm2 respectively. Samples S3
and S5 (see Fig. 3.17) both have a larger initial Gyx deriving from the bulk. Sample S6 is
nearly identical to S2 (see Fig. 3.9). Inset : Bandstructure cartoon at Q. (b) GAHEyx = G0
at Q has a minimum since the contribution to Hall conductance from the (3D) bulk (grey
shade) drops precipitously near Q and the contribution from the subsurface 2DEG (purple
shade) is shown to vanish within a Q-window within BCB, see text. Both contributions
add to the intrinsic Berry contribution from the surface states (SS), which peaks at G0.
The quantization is observed within this Q-window when the surface gap ∆ is aligned with
EF (vertical dash), here illustrated for sample S1. (c) When the initial location of ∆ is
deep in the BCB above the Q-window but EF is still within it, only a tail ( G0) of SS
contributes to GAHEyx . Red arrows indicate the direction of the SS upshift (from red dash to
solid). (d) DOS sketch illustrates how n-type bulk carriers (Gxx 6= 0) can be compensated
by the p-type surface carriers. (e) Gyx(H) of a non-quantized sample S4 (t = 300 nm,
φ ∼= 0.5 C/cm2). The n-to-p transition (negative-to-positive Gyx(H) slope) is seen only at
low magnetic fields, indicating that the bulk is still n-type. (f) The surface n-to-p conversion
in sample S4, where the Q-window and the surface ∆ do not align and the quantization is
not observed. It demonstrates that in the Q-window the contribution from the bulk is indeed
very small (≤ 0.04 G0). Labels 1 and 2 correspond to Ta = 48◦C and 127◦C respectively.

































Figure 3.13: Systematics of GAHEyx vs. Ta with sample thickness and the irradiation
dose. A figure of merit that in our samples phenomenologically prescribes a plateau or
a convex ‘boomerang’ behavior of GAHEyx (Ta) at quantization is the initial bulk value G
0
yx,
which is classifiable by the ratio t/φ, where t is the sample thickness and φ is the irradiation
dose. For t/φ < 100 the initial G0yx is always below 2e
2/h and the ‘boomerang’ behavior
of GAHEyx (Ta) within the Q-window is observed. When t/φ > 100, G
0
yx ≥ 2e2/h and on
annealing GAHEyx quantizes on e
2/h plateau (see Fig. 3.14a). The temperature scale ∆Ta/T
Q
a
normalized by t (see Fig. 3.12a) collapses the data at quantization Q for samples with t
ranging from 55 to 300 nm, and φ from 0.75 to 3.2 C/cm2.
samples that can not be tuned to quantization. This is illustrated for sample S4, where within
our window Gyx is always less than G0 (Figs. 3.12e, f). For this sample the surface bands
are initially already in the BCB. With thermal tuning, the vacancy distribution upshifts the
gapped surface Dirac cone even deeper into the BCB, so that only the tail of GSSyx is left
within the regime where GByx ∼ 0. When the Fermi level resides in the GByx ∼ 0 window, then
Gyx is much much smaller than G0, as neither the bulk nor surface contribute significantly
(Figs. 3.12c, d). In this sample, the Hall slope switches from negative to positive (n-to-p
conduction type transition) at low magnetic fields while remaining negative at high fields
(Figs. 3.12e). This is clearly not an ambipolar conversion across CNP — the high-field
negative slope of Gyx indicates that bulk is still n-type when the conversion is observed — it
is when p-type surface carriers compensate n-type bulk (Fig. 3.12d). Here, EF is still within
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BCB, but Gyx becomes tiny (≤ 0.04 G0), confirming that the bulk contribution within the





































































































Figure 3.14: Gating dependence of Berry-curvature-driven QAH. (a) The bulk con-
tribution to GAHEyx from Fig. 3.12b added to the SS contribution (red) for SS upshifted to
the edge of BCB but still aligned with EF . The structure in the total G
AHE
yx arising from
the bulk closely emulates that seen in samples S3 (blue squares) and S5 (green squares)
once the temperature range is rescaled by ∆Ta. The SS plateau is clearly revealed under
thermal annealing. (b) Quantization plateau in Gyx(Vg) at zero field when EF in sample
S3 is aligned with ∆ (red circles). The plateau is not observed when EF is outside the
Q-window (grey circles). Inset : Model calculation under finite surface voltage confirms the
existence of the e2/h plateau and reproduces the behavior of Gyx outside the Q-window.
(c) Gyx(Vg) exhibits a quasi-plateau akin to that obtained by annealing. Lower inset : Car-
toon of the surface and bulk states on the quasi-plateau. Upper inset : 3D contour plot of
dGyx(Vg ,H)
dVg
— a measure of the Dirac gap ∆ which widens with applied magnetic field (see
also Fig. 3.18). (d) Subtracting the high-field bulk contribution GByx from the total Gyx,
gives ∆Gyx(Vg) ∼= G0 = e2/h.
To further test this regime we add the bulk contribution deduced from sample S1 to that
from SS to obtain the total GAHExy for when SS is at the edge of the Q-window and EF still
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aligned with ∆. This is the case of samples S3 and S5 (see Fig. 3.17), where the initial
Gyx is relatively large (> 2 G0 and both extrinsic and intrinsic contributions [39] to Gyx are
possible. As EF enters the Q-window, G
AHE
xy quickly drops to G0 and remains at
∼= e2/h on
a plateau before exiting the Q-window on further annealing.




























































Figure 3.15: dGyx(Vg ,H)
dVg
— a measure of the Dirac gap ∆ which widens with applied
magnetic field. (a) Line plot with data for each field shifted for clarity. (b) Contour plot
































































Figure 3.16: Anomalous Hall conductance GAHEyx as a function of magnetic field
for sample S3 shown for (a) selected annealing temperatures (also see Fig. 3.14a). (b)
The quantization is robust. After annealing past the quantization regime (and after the
sample was exposed to room temperature for ∼ 24 hours), GAHEyx can be brought back to
quantization using backgate, Vg.
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Figure 3.17: Anomalous Hall conductance GAHEyx for sample S5 under thermal
annealing. (a) The annealing temperature dependence of GAHEyx for sample S5 is similar
to that seen in sample S3 (Figs. 3.12a and 3.14a) — after a precipitous drop from the high
initial value, GAHEyx quantizes to e
2/h and remains closely quantized on a plateau. Upon
further annealing it is subsequently lowered as Dirac gap continues to upshift relative to
EF (see Fig. 3.14 and theoretical calculations on Figs. 3.18 and 3.19). (b) Magnetic field
dependence of GAHEyx loops for the pristine sample (before annealing) and for temperatures
Ta corresponding to the quantization plateau.
Indeed, the total deduced GAHEyx closely mimics the observed bulk features once the energy
range is rescaled by ∆Ta (see Fig. 3.14a). Here, once the surface bands are relocated to the
vicinity of the Q-window, we can explore and fine-tune Gyx by electrostatic gating. Gyx
vs. gate voltage Vg at zero magnetic field displays a true e
2/h plateau, which is completely
absent when the gating range is shifted beyond the Q-window (Fig. 3.14b). In a finite field,
Gyx(Vg) exhibits a quasi-plateau (Figs. 3.14c and Fig. 3.16) — similar to that observed under
thermal tuning — reflecting the field dependence of the surface gap (Figs. 3.14d, e, and 3.15).
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3.7 Berry curvature driven anomalous Hall conduc-
tance
The fundamental reason for the existence of the Q-window is that Berry curvature of the
bulk bands is concentrated around the small gaps (‘avoided crossings’) opened by spin-orbit
coupling [28], quickly becoming zero away from them. Thus, when the surface Dirac cone
resides within the bulk conduction band, under tunable bandstructure conditions, the Hall
conductance σyx will settle on a plateau to a great precision around its quantized value. As











f(εnk − εF )
captures the key observed behaviors, namely the presence of the e2/h plateau as well as the
anomalous Hall conductance trend outside the Q-window (inset in Fig. 3.14b).
We elaborate on our proof-of-principle that the Hall conductivity can be quantized when
the Fermi level is within the surface band gap, but also within the bulk conduction bands
— the regime not examined previously.
We begin with a generic toy model for a 3D topological insulator [29], expanded to
quadratic order in k about the origin:
H(k) = ε(k)I4×4 +

M(k) A2k+ 0 A1kz
A2k− −M(k) A1kz 0
0 A1kz M(k) −A2k−
A1kz 0 −A2k+ −M(k)

, (3.5)







↓ ), where the superscript indicates the parity of the orbital and the subscript
indicates spin. We are interested in the topological regime where 0 < M < 4B. The full
band structure of this Hamiltonian is obtained by substituting ki → sin ki, k2i → 2− 2 cos ki.
We then add a Zeeman term to account for the magnetic field: HZ = ∆Diag(1,−1,−1, 1).
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A representative band structure is shown in Fig. 3.18a.
The intrinsic contribution to the Hall conductivity in 2D as a function of the Fermi energy










Ωnkkxkyf(εnk − εF ), (3.6)
where Ωnk is the Berry curvature of the nth band and f(εnk − εF ) is the Fermi-Dirac distri-
bution (which we take to be a step function). In an insulator, σAHExy = ne
2/h, where n is the
Chern number of the occupied bands. The Berry curvature can be calculated numerically








|n〉 − (kx ↔ ky)
(εnk − εn′k)2
. (3.7)
For the bulk bands with periodic boundary conditions, we compute the Hall conductivity














Ωnkkxkyf(εnk − εF ). (3.8)
The result, plotted in Fig. 3.18, shows that the Hall conductivity is quantized to zero
when the Fermi level is in the bulk gap, becomes non-quantized as the Fermi level enters the
conduction or valence bands, and then quickly approaches zero as the Fermi level is moved
above the bottom of the conduction band (or below the top of the valence band). This
makes sense because the Berry curvature is concentrated near avoided band crossings and
in our model there are no avoided band crossings above the bottom of the conduction band.
The ab initio calculation of the Mn:Bi2Te3-based ...SL-4QL-SL...superlattice bandstructure
(Fig. 3.10b) similarly displays an energy window above the bottom of the conduction band
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a
b
Figure 3.18: Sum of Hall conductivity from the periodic bulk Hamiltonian in
Eq. (3.5) and two copies of the surface Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.9). Bulk parameters
are M = 0.1, B = 0.2, A = 0.07 eV, ∆ = 0.04 eV. Surface parameters are A = 0.07 eV,
∆ = 0.04 eV. (A small additional surface mass term that breaks the double degeneracy
is added for numerical stability.) (a) Left : Bulk (black) and surface (blue) model band
structure. Right: AHE contributions of the bulk and surface bands to the total AHE. When
the surface gap and bulk gap are aligned, a region of exact quantization naturally appears.
(Note that the bands plot only shows the dispersion along kx, the bulk gap is narrower than
shown.) (b) When the surface gap moves into the conduction band ( the shift shown here is
V = 0.15 eV), σyx may still be nearly quantized to e
2/h when the Fermi level resides within
the surface gap and the bulk contribution to the Hall conductivity is nearly zero.
where there are no avoided crossings. This is our first main point: the bulk contribution to
the AHE can be very nearly zero even when the Fermi level is in the conduction band and
hence there is no well-defined topological invariant.
We now consider the surface contribution to the AHE. Each surface of a 3D TI hosts
a single 2D Dirac cone [21], which, upon being gapped by magnetization perpendicular to
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the surface, contributes 1
2
e2/h to the Hall conductivity [113]. Thus, the contribution from
both surfaces is e2/h. The Hall conductivity is quantized to this value as long as the Fermi
level is in the gap. We have explicitly verified this in Fig. 3.18 using a model for the surface
Hamiltonian (which can be derived from Eq. (3.5)):
Hsurf(kx, ky) = (−Akxsx + Akysy + ∆sz) I2×2, (3.9)
where the identity matrix doubles the Hamiltonian to account for both surfaces and sx,y,z
are Pauli matrices.
The Dirac cones – while required by the topological nature of the 3D bulk – do not
necessarily sit exactly in the bulk band gap. Due to the inherent asymmetry provided by a
surface, it is possible that there is a surface potential that can move the surface Dirac cones
up or down in energy relative to the bulk band gap. In addition, the annealing and electron
irradiation described in the main text will shift the surface bands relative to the bulk bands.
In the superlattice material studied in this manuscript, the surface Dirac cones reside
within the bulk conduction band, yet, under certain conditions, the Hall conductivity appears
to sit on a plateau near its quantized value. Here, we describe a simplified model to offer a
proof of principle of how the Hall conductivity may remain nearly quantized when the surface
gap resides in the bulk conduction band. We first assume that the total Hall conductivity




xy , where σ
bulk
xy is obtained from the bulk model with
periodic boundary conditions (Eq. (3.8)) and σsurfxy is obtained from H
surf (using Eq. (3.6)).
(We will subsequently describe a more rigorous slab calculation.) When the Dirac gap is
sitting inside the bulk gap, σAHExy is exactly quantized to its surface value of e
2/h because
the bulk contribution σbulkxy is zero in the bulk band gap, as shown in Fig. 3.18a. We then
consider moving the surface Dirac cone up above the bottom of the conduction band, high
enough that the surface gap resides in the energy regime where the bulk contribution to the
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Hall conductivity is nearly zero. In this regime, also σAHExy is nearly quantized to its surface
value of e2/h, as shown in Fig. 3.18b. This is not due to a bulk topological invariant, but
rather due to the fact that the bulk contribution to the Hall conductivity is negligible. The
nearly quantized Hall conductivity will persist as long as the Fermi level is in the surface gap.
Thus, there exists a finite range of energy where the bulk is conducting but the anomalous
Hall conductivity appears equal to its quantized surface value of e2/h.
We now account for the fact that the bulk and surface are not completely decoupled from
each other by a slab calculation. This calculation verifies the existence of a regime where
the Hall conductivity is quantized to e2/h. We construct the slab model starting with the
bulk Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.5) by Fourier transforming in the z direction and truncating
the interlayer hopping terms below layer 1 and above layer L. The resulting model is then
a 4L × 4L matrix, with the matrix indices describing the spin, orbital and layer quantum
numbers, and the variables kx, ky parametrizing the 2D Brillouin zone. We verify that when
the Dirac mass gap resides in the bulk gap, the Hall conductivity is exactly quantized, we
perform a calculation with parameters A = 0.28, B = 0.1,M = 0.2,∆ = 0.02 (Fig. 3.19a).
To model the case where the surface Dirac cone resides in the bulk conduction bands, we
add a surface potential V to the diagonal terms of the first and last layer of the slab. We
find that, for certain values of the parameter V , there will be regions within the surface band
gap in which the anomalous Hall effect is quantized – despite a metallic bulk – because the
contribution of the bulk bands is negligible. In Fig. 3.19b, we vary V but fix the difference
EF − V = 0. We see that, similar to the experimental data, our the Hall conductance
slowly decreases from a higher value, reaches a flat shoulder corresponding to a quantization
regime, then continues going down in the vicinity of the shoulder. Second, we fix EF and
vary V : the results, shown in Fig. 3.19c, almost exactly mimics the plot in Fig. 3.18b coming
from our simplistic model combining the periodic bulk in Eq. (3.5) with the surface Dirac
cone in Eq. (3.9.) This proves more rigorously that there can exist a regime where the Hall
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conductivity is nearly quantized to its surface value of e2/h. We emphasize that having the
Fermi level in the Dirac mass gap does not guarantee a quantized Hall conductivity: rather,
it is necessary to be in a regime where the bulk bands also do not contribute to the integrated
Berry curvature.
We also emphasize that varying the surface potential nearly exactly reproduces not only
the observed e2/h conductance plateau, but also the anomalous Hall conductance trend
outside the Q-window.
Crucially, this happens without fine-tuning when there is an energy window where the
2D bulk Gyx = 0, which allows Gyx to attain the quantized surface value of e
2/h (Figs.
3.18-3.19). In our calculation σAHEyx is obtained by integrating the Berry curvature Ω
nk
with the Fermi-Dirac distribution f(εnk − εF ) over the Brillouin zone (BZ) of the n bands
corresponding to our superlattice.
3.8 Summary and outlook
The Q-window uncovered here is robust and eminently tunable — it can be controlled on-
demand by optimizing the initial (nonmagnetic) TI bandstructure so that the Dirac point is
well within the bulk gap. The 3D intrinsic superlattices can be grown with other magnetic
elements; replacing Mn with e.g. Sm may increase TC by a factor of several [114], and there
is also an intriguing possibility that such system can support a higher order topological
state [115], in which, in addition to surface QAH, chiral hinge channels could emerge on the
side edges. The layered van der Waals structure of the superlattice naturally lends itself to
superflat exfoliated interfaces, advantageous for novel device structures and as a platform
for building QAH-superconductor systems for transport detection of Majorana modes.




Figure 3.19: Bands and anomalous Hall conductivity for a six-layer slab calculation
derived from the bulk Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.5). (a) When the surface mass gap resides
in the bulk gap, the Hall conductivity is perfectly quantized to e2/h when the Fermi level is
within the bulk gap. Left : slab bands with blue circles representing weight of surface states
for a particular band squared. Right AHE versus EF (a) When adding a potential V to the
surface bands, the surface gap moves up (left). However, a small region can remain within
the surface gap where the AHE is ∼ e2/h (right). (c) Left : Upon adding a surface potential,
V , we plot σyx as a function of V such that EF − V is fixed. The Hall conductance slowly
decreases, reaches a flat shoulder corresponding to the quantized regime, then continues in
its descent. Right : When EF is fixed (here at 0.32 eV) but V is varied, the Hall conductivity
displays a nearly quantized plateau, akin to that of Fig. 3.18b.
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Chapter 4
Topological surface currents accessed
through reversible hydrogenation of
the three-dimensional bulk
Hydrogen, the smallest and most abundant element in nature, can be efficiently incorporated
within a solid and drastically modify its electronic state — it has been known to induce novel
magnetoelectric effects in complex perovskites and modulate insulator-to-metal transition in
a correlated Mott oxide. Here we demonstrate that hydrogenation resolves an outstand-
ing challenge in chalcogenide classes of three-dimensional (3D) topological insulators and
magnets — the control of intrinsic bulk conduction that denies access to quantum surface
transport. With electrons donated by a reversible binding of H+ ions to Te(Se) chalcogens,
carrier densities are easily changed by over 1020 cm−3, allowing tuning the Fermi level into
the bulk bandgap to enter surface/edge current channels. The hydrogen-tuned topological
materials are stable at room temperature and tunable disregarding bulk size, opening a
breadth of platforms for harnessing emergent topological states.
74
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4.1 Introduction
The ability to control carrier density — a key parameter of the electronic state of con-
densed matter — is central to achieving access to the topologically protected surface states
in three-dimensional (3D) topological materials (TIs) that ideally are insulating in the bulk
[85]. In the absence of magnetic dopants, the 2D electronic surface states with Dirac-type
(linear) energy-momentum dispersion [85] are gapless and fully spin-polarized, with protec-
tion against backscattering by local disorder guaranteed by time-reversal symmetry. These
important layered van der Waals (vdW) quantum materials have narrow (' 300 meV) bulk
gaps [29] and charge carriers donated by intrinsic lattice defects [92]. As a result, bulk con-
duction can dominate the surface channels, hindering the studies of the Dirac states and
their implementation in topological spintronics and fault-tolerant quantum computing [116].
Recent realizations of a nontrivial quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) state, featuring
dissipation-free chiral edge currents [16], made it apparent that when long-range magnetism
and band topology combine [36] the problem of bulk conduction can be particularly acute.
Magnetic dopants, by breaking time-reversal symmetry, gap out the Dirac surface channels
[86], and when the Fermi level is in the Dirac (mass) gap the QAH state is expected to
emerge. However, in addition to magnetic moment, the dopants also donate charge. In-
deed, QAH was first observed in heavily Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 ultrathin films [17] in which
to minimize bulk conduction a non-stoichiometric alloying of the constituent elements was
employed and the film thickness had to be precisely controlled. Moreover, doping disorder
restricted QAH temperature to the mK range.
In a newly discovered important class of intrinsic topological magnets (ITM) [55] the
doping and alloying disorders are avoided because the magnetic dopants are arranged as an
atomic layer in a layered van der Waals (vdW) crystal structure. For example, the Mn-based
ITM MnBi2Te4 consists of Te-Bi-Te-Mn-Te-Bi-Te septuple layers (SLs), separated by vdW
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gaps and coupled antiferromagnetically [52]. As a consequence, the anomalous Hall (near)
quantization was observed at higher temperatures [117]. However, such materials show high
bulk carrier densities (typically > 1020 cm−3)[69, 70], and observation of QAH required del-
icate tuning of charge density that was again only possible in ultrathin (3-5 nm) samples
with odd number of SLs. In thicker (hundreds of nanometers) samples ferromagnetism and
quantization could be achieved when SLs were separated by a topological spacer [68], yet
tuning to quantization of either ferromagnetic (FM) or antiferromagnetic (AFM) ITMs with-
out imposing severe thickness constraints is a major obstacle to realizing novel topological
quantum states. See also Chapter 1, Section 4.
4.2 Chemical potential tuning of Bi2Te3 by intake and
release of hydrogen
In this Section we describe our work [118] that demonstrates a remarkably efficient and facile
new way to reversibly tune bulk carrier densities by over ' 1020 cm−3 in different classes of
layered topological materials by using insertion and extraction of ionic hydrogen to achieve
access to topological surface states. The source of H+ ions is a dilute aqueous hydrochloric
acid (HCl) solution, which leaves the TI crystal structure intact and has an extra benefit of
removing native surface oxide while passivating surfaces and preventing reoxidation under
exposure to air. We show that H+ in TIs, by preferentially forming an H-Te(Se) moiety
within van der Waals gaps, donates electrons to the system and moves Fermi level from the
bulk-valence (BVB) to bulk-conduction (BCB) bands, crossing the bulk bandgap to display
an ambipolar p- to n-type conductance conversion at the charge neutrality point. The process
is fully reversible, as hydrogen-chalcogen moiety can be disassociated by a low-temperature
annealing protocol under which hydrogen is easily removed. It is also multiply-cyclable and
reproducible, thereby resolving one of the key limitations of magnetic and nonmagnetic TIs.
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Generally, crystal growth of tetradymite crystals such as Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 results in
equilibrium defect configurations comprising vacancies and antisites on different sublattices
[92]. In undoped Bi2Se3, where Se vacancies tend to dominate, the net conduction is by
electron carriers or n-type. In Bi2Te3, where antisites are prevalent [119] the conductivity is
usually p-type, namely by hole carriers, although by varying stoichiometry it has been grown
of either conductivity type. Exploring growth and the exact doping/alloying conditions
for the Fermi level EF to lie within the narrow bulk gap is a lengthy and often chancy
process. By contrast, we show that a post-growth hydrogenation can tune EF to charge
neutrality in hours, and can be effective in single crystals and in nano-devices, where the









Figure 4.1: Illustration of hydrogenation and de-hydrogenation process. (a) Hydro-
genation: sample is submerged in a dilute aqueous HCl solution (0.5M) at room temperature
where H+ permeates the bulk through a timed diffusion process. (b) De-hydrogenation: H+
inside the sample is controllably released as H2 gas by an anneal in the 70− 200◦C temper-
ature range prescribed by the sample thickness.
hydrogen diffuses rapidly and easily incorporates into many materials [120], although it
shows qualitatively different behavior in different hosts [121]. It has been shown to modify
both electronic and structural states [122–125] — turning graphene into graphane [124],
inducing new magnetic phases in complex perovskites [125] and modulating insulator-to-
metal transition in a correlated Mott oxide VO2 [126]. In most semiconductors interstitial
hydrogen binds to defects [121] and is known to be amphoteric [127], namely it can act either








































































Figure 4.2: Tuning bulk conductivity of a topological material by hydrogenation.
(a) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and (b) Hall resistance Rxy at 2 K and −5.7 T of the
initially p-type Bi2Te3 120nm-thick exfoliated device vs. hydrogenation time (bottom axis)
show conversion (following blue arrows) to n-type (blue symbols). The back-conversion (red
symbols) to p-type (following red arrows) is controlled by thermal annealing steps (30 min
at each temperature, top red axis). Rxx increases by nearly two orders of magnitude at the
∼ CNP. The maximum is at the ambipolar point in Rxy. Top inset: Bi2Te3 bandstructure
rendering. Bottom inset : Optical image of the sample with van der Pauw contact geometry
used. (c) Electrostatic back-gating in the vicinity of the CNP (labeled 1) reveals the expected
maximum in Rxx at the CNP. The non-hysteretic Rxx vs. gating voltage Vg indicates an
absence of surface traps. (d) Far from the CNP on the n-type (labeled 2) or p-type side
(labeled 3), the Rxx maximum is inaccessible by voltage gating.
as a donor (H+) or an acceptor (H−) of charge, nearly always counteracting the prevailing
conductivity type. To ascertain the effects of hydrogen uptake on charge transport in the
topological materials we first chose well characterized Bi2Te3 crystals with the conductivity
flavor initially of a net acceptor type. The level of hydrogenation was controlled by timing
the diffusion of H+ ions from a dilute (0.5 molar) HCl + H2O = H
+(H2O) + Cl
- solution
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maintained at room temperature in which the samples were immersed for a period of minutes
to hours (see Figs. 4.2a,b and Chapter 2 section 2.3).
Our key and a most immediately notable result shown in Figure 4.2 is a nearly two orders
of magnitude increase in the low-temperature longitudinal resistance Rxx as a function of
HCl exposure time to a maximum Rmaxxx and a subsequent decrease as the exposure time
is prolonged (Fig. 4.2a). The resistance maximum Rmaxxx (conductance minimum) is at the
charge-neutral point (CNP) where conduction is converted from p- to n-type, as determined
from the corresponding Hall resistance (Fig. 4.2b). We surmise then that hydrogen, through
the process of in-diffusion into the bulk, indeed donates electrons. This process is not self-
limiting: at long (≥ 24 h) exposure times a decrease in Rxx on the deep n-side slows down
yet continues.
4.3 Hydrogen diffusion and drift
Generally, the diffusion of hydrogen in semiconductors is complex since hydrogen can exist
in several charge states [127] — as H+ in p-type materials and as H− and H0 in n-type
materials. In a solid, hydrogen can be present in atomic or molecular state, or bind to a
defect or an impurity. The probability of formation of these different states depends on the
defect or impurity type and concentration, and on the hydrogen concentration. The appar-
ent hydrogen diffusivity depends on the sample conductivity and on the method of hydrogen
insertion [128, 129]. Molecular formation and impurity trapping are known to retard hydro-
gen permeation in Si and GaAs and a similar behavior is expected in the chalcogen-based
TIs.





depends on the average time hy-
drogen spends in the free (tf ∝ %f ) and bound (tB ∝ %B) states, where %f and %B are the
corresponding hydrogen concentrations in the two states. The apparent diffusion coefficients
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, where Ea is the activation energy for hydrogen diffusion
and EB is the binding energy of the hydrogen traps; D
∗ should decrease with trap concen-
tration and trap binding energy. The diffusion profile in the simplest case can be described












dt is the complementary Gauss error function. However, in real semi-
conductors (even in Si) the diffusion profiles rarely follow the simple formulas above. Since
diffusing hydrogen is charged, the presence of electrostatic potential adds an additional term
to the diffusion equation, and hydrogen ions can drift as a function of voltage bias [130, 131].
For dilute hydrogen concentrations in semiconductors where hydrogen is predominately
H+, apparent diffusivities are usually much higher than for H− or H0, and experimental time
dependencies can be log t or more complex rather than
√
t [129]. In our case, the hydrogen
in- and out-diffusion processes differ — the first one is at fixed (room) temperature and the
second one is for fixed (30 min) time at each temperature. During the in-diffusion, once all
the bonds in the resulting hydrogen complexes are saturated the diffusion reaches steady
state, which is what we observe in Bi2Te3 at longer HCl immersion times. Our results shown
in Figs. 4.2a and b indicate that the HCl immersion time bottom scale (hydrogen in) and
the annealing temperature top scale (hydrogen out) are surprisingly linearly correlated. As
in other semiconductors [131], we surmise that the annealing process can be described by
[Te−H+] + e− → Te− +H H−→ H2, (4.1)
and hydrogen is removed in the molecular form. The presence of Te-H moiety is confirmed
by our XPS and TOF-SIMS experiments (Fig. 4.6) and by the DFT calculations (Fig. 4.17
and Fig. 4.11a).
We note that technologically the process is somewhat akin to hydrogen passivation of
Si dangling bonds [132]. Hydrogenation is practiced at scale in the Si-based semiconductor
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industry, particularly in solar cell technology [133] as a way of reducing losses and improv-
ing cell efficiencies. With a potential for being enhanced by e.g. localized laser beams, as
practiced in Si [134], the hydrogenation process in topological materials opens exciting op-
portunities for the charge-neutralization of advanced nano-architectures, including contact
metallurgy and hetero-interfaces.
4.4 Ambipolar conduction and carrier mobility during
crossing charge-neutrality point
The observed ambipolar conduction, with well-distinguished p (hole) and n (electron) con-
duction regions, can be reproducibly reversed when hydrogen is removed by a low-temperature
anneal (sketch in Fig. 4.1b) in the easily accessible range that depends on sample thickness.
For the ∼ 200 nm thick Bi2Te3 crystal shown here the de-hydrogenation and a return from
n-type across the CNP back to p-type is obtained within ∼ 100oC. Importantly, the carrier
mobility during the entire process is not affected — e.g. in the sample in Fig. 4.2 it remains
at ∼= 7, 000 cm2V−1s−1. See Table 4.1. After each annealing step the system is room-
temperature stable and can be further finetuned by the conventional electrostatic gating.
Figure 4.2c shows that once the carrier density is sufficiently reduced by H+, the vicinity of
the CNP can be reproducibly explored by applying a gate voltage Vg. Rxx(Vg) is precisely
reversible upon changing the direction of the Vg sweep — the absence of hysteresis is a clear
indication that hydrogenation does not create surface traps [135] and is consistent with hy-
drogen permeating the bulk. We emphasize that in thick (≥ 100 nm) materials, far away
from the CNP where carrier densities are in the high ∼ 1019 cm−3 range, the CNP can not be
reached by gating within a practically accessible voltage sweep (Fig. 4.2d). The type conver-
sion on hydrogenation and de-hydrogenation is clearly seen in the magnetic field dependence
of Hall resistance Rxy (Fig. 4.3a), with Rxy flipping its slope dRxy/dH and Hall coefficient












Table 4.1: Carrier mobility unaffected through the hydrogena-
tion/dehydrogenation cycle. From left to right: The longitudinal sheet resistance
and carrier mobility at 1.9 K for a pristine sample with p-type carriers, the sample after 30
minutes of hydrogenation (still p type), and through the hydrogenation and de-hydrogenated
cycle (p to n then back to p). To compare carrier mobilities under different hydrogenation
conditions the Fermi level was tuned to be roughly the same as indicated by the ‘distance’ of
Rxy from the ambipolar point in each case, Fig. 4.2b. Carrier mobility remains unchanged
within 1.4%. Mobilities were extracted from the Hall data at high magnetic fields in the
linear regime (Fig. 4.3a).
RH = − 1nbe changing sign in the conversion region. Figure 4.3b shows a characteristic low-
field ambipolar behavior of Rxy near the CNP, where the net residual bulk carrier density
is very low. As we approach the CNP, weak antilocalization (WAL) quantum correction to
‘classical’ conductivity emerges at low magnetic fields as a positive magnetoresistance cusp
(Fig. 4.3c), characteristic of a TI [74]. The number nQ of quantum conduction channels con-





where ∆G(B) is the low-field quantum correction to 2D magnetoconductance, coefficient
α = nQ/2 equals to 1/2 for a single 2D channel, f(x) ≡ lnx−ψ(1/2 + x), ψ is the digamma
function, and field Bφ =
~
4el2φ
is related to the dephasing length lφ of interfering electron
paths. The fit to WAL conductance (see Fig. 4.2) yields α ' 1.004 ± 0.001, corresponding
to two 2D quantum channels we associate with top and bottom topological surfaces [74].
Figure 4.3d schematically depicts the Bi2Te3 bandstructure [29] as the Fermi level EF moves
from BVB to BCB (hydrogen in) and in reverse (hydrogen out). The 2D WAL cusp is seen
when EF is within the Dirac bands.
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Figure 4.3: Transport and quantum oscillations across charge neutrality point. (a)
Hall resistance Rxy vs. magnetic field H after hydrogenation and on annealing at differ-
ent temperatures Ta. Initially, the pristine Bi2Te3 crystal is p-type. The conversion from
p- to n-type and back is indicated by the sign change of the slope dRxy/dH. (b) In the
compensated region near the CNP there are both carrier types from the surfaces and the
bulk. At higher fields Hall slope is negative and SdH oscillations are observed, as expected
from the n-type Dirac surface states (see Fig. 4.3d). Inset : nonlinear Hall resistance near
zero field. (c) Evolution of magnetoresistance (normalized to the value at zero field) under
annealing with time steps ∆t = 30 min implemented to tune Bi2Te3 crystal to stable CNP;
it evolves form a quadratic field dependence of a typical bulk metal to a weak antilocaliza-
tion (WAL) regime with a characteristic low-field cusp near CNP. The cusp fit parameter
α = 2 × 0.5 signifies contributions from top and bottom surfaces (0.5 from each), see text
and Fig. 4.2. (d) Bandstructure cartoon for Bi2Te3 illustrates the upshift of the Fermi level
EF on hydrogenation (cyan arrow) and the reversal by de-hydrogenation (red arrow). In
Bi2Te3, the E
0
F at the CNP is slightly above the Dirac point (DP) [29, 85]. Shubnikov-de
Haas (SdH) quantum oscillations of δRxy/µ0δH in Bi2Te3 with magnetic field applied along
the c-axis: (e) before hydrogenation, (f) near the CNP and (g) after 5.8 h exposure to H+.
The corresponding sizes of Fermi surfaces are drawn as circles.
The change in the net carrier density induced by hydrogenation is reflected in the
Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) quantum oscillations of Hall resistance at higher fields (Fig. 4.3b).
An estimate of the Fermi surface size obtained from the change of the oscillation period































Figure 4.4: Fit of the change in the longitudinal conductance ∆Gxx in Bi2Te3
near CNP to 2D localization theory. From the fit we obtain the characteristic phase
coherence field Bφ, the phase coherence length lφ, and the parameter α indicating the number
of quantum interference channels. The obtained value of α = 1.004 indicates contributions
from top and bottom surfaces, each corresponding to one 2D quantum channel with α = 1/2,
see Refs. [25, 74].
in δRxy/δµ0H (Fig. 4.3e-g) shows that the Fermi vector kF is much reduced after hydro-
genation (table 4.2) — near the CNP kF ≈ 0.014Å−1 and the corresponding carrier density
n ∼= ×1016cm−3 is very low. After a longer time exposure (5.8 h) to HCl, as EF enters
Frequency (T) Period (1/T) SF (1/A^2) kF (1/A) n (x10
17cm-3)
pristine 18.66 0.05360 0.001781 0.02381 4.56
~CNP 6.548 0.1527 0.000625 0.01411 0.948
1 4.222 0.2369 0.000403 0.01133 0.493
2 21.11 0.04737 0.002015 0.02533 5.49
3 46.44 0.02153 0.004433 0.03757 17.9
Table 4.2: Fermi cross-sections (SF ), Fermi vectors (kF ), and carrier densities (n)
obtained from FFT analysis of SdH in Figure 4.5. The carrier density at the CNP is
∼ 5× lower than that of pristine sample with a smaller SF . As the EF enters BCB after
5.8h of hydrogenation, three Fermi cross-sections are resolved; the largest SF is from SS and
the other two Fermi cross-sections arise from the Rashba spin-split 2DEGs in the BCB. This
bandstructure closely resembles that of Bi2Te3 (see cartoon in Fig. 4.5c).
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BCB the Fermi surface size becomes large again, albeit a more complex one (with three
oscillation periods, see Fig. 4.3, 4.5), reflecting the Bi2Te3 bandstructure with n-type Dirac
bands mixing with BVB.






















































Figure 4.5: FFT of Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) quantum oscillations. (a) FFT in
a pristine p-type Bi2Te3 has a single peak corresponding to a single dominant frequency.
Insert shows a bandstructure cartoon with the initial position of EF . The size of the Fermi
cross-section is sketched as orange circle.) (b) The peak shifts to a lower frequency at EF ≈
CNP (with a smaller Fermi cross-section). (c) Three distinct frequencies associated with
surface and bulk bands appear as EF moves into BCB after 5.8 h of hydrogenation. The
location of EF and the additional Fermi cross-sections are illustrated in the insert.
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4.5 Evidence for H+ ions incorporated within the crys-
tal lattice of a TI



















































Figure 4.6: TOS-SIMS detection of hydrogen in Bi2Te3. (a) Mass analysis of the
secondary ions under negative bias shows the presence of 1H, 128Te, 209Bi, and 129[Te-H]
moieties. Well separated peaks of the known long-lived Te isotopes with the intensity ratios
occurring in nature (4.2 are detected. (b) The expanded view of the Te isotope atomic mass
range clearly shows additional peaks (highlighted in blue) of lower intensity that perfectly
and sequentially follow each Teα peak by precisely ∆u = 1. Some hydrogen peaks appear to
overlap with Teα.
Next we ask, where does hydrogen go? Our transport experiments demonstrate that in
Bi2Te3 hydrogen donates electrons and stabilizes in its positive charge state as H
+, a proton.
To optimize its Coulomb interaction with the host electrons, it will tend to locate in the
regions of higher electron charge density, i.e. in the vicinity of a more electronegative Te.
To chase its physical presence we first utilize time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry
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(ToF-SIMS), focusing on Te (Figs. 2.1 & 4.6a-b).
A negative bias mass spectrum of secondary ions (see Materials and Methods) ejected
from Bi2Te3 shows a cluster of peaks in the 120-130 u (atomic mass) range (Fig. 4.6a) that
belong to several naturally occurring isotopes of Te, see 4.3. A closer look at the Te isotope
cluster (Fig. 4.6b) clearly shows additional peaks that differ from each Te isotope by exactly













Table 4.3: Naturally occurring isotopes of Te. Data adapted from Ref. [136].

































































Figure 4.7: XPS detection of hydrogen in Bi2Te3. (a) XPS data of Bi 4f7/2 and 4f5/2
for pristine Bi2Te3 and H
+ treated for t = 12 hours show no change after hydrogenation.
(b) Te 3d3/2 and 3d6/2 are modified by hydrogenation. (c) Analysis of the Te 3d XPS peaks
clearly shows H binding to Te with a shift in binding energy of ∆ = 1eV .
On a microscopic scale, we confirm the affinity between H and Te by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), see Methods.XPS spectra near the Bi 4f and Te 3d core levels show
that, despite a strong doping effect of hydrogen, the Bi core levels [137] are unperturbed
(Fig. 4.6a), while the spectral shapes of Te 3d peaks are quantifiably modified (Fig. 4.6b,c).
The upshift ∆ = 1 eV in binding energy due to [Te-H]− moiety is easily distinguished from
free hydrogen or surface oxidation, as seen, for example, during hydrogen electro-catalysis
[138], where Bi 4f spectral shapes are upshifted by ∼ 2 eV and both Bi2O3 and TeO2 peaks
are present. By contrast, XPS shows that surface oxide is cleanly removed by HCl, and that
Cl is entirely absent (Fig. 4.8 and table 4.4).
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Figure 4.8: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in pristine and hydrogenated
Bi2Te3. (a) All known Bi2Te3 XPS peaks are identified in a pristine sample (black), which
was Ar-sputtered for 60s to remove native oxide, see b and c. The same peaks are present and
with no additional peaks after hydrogenation (red). Small amount of Ag contamination from
silver epoxy (used in securing the sample) is detected. We note that during the hydrogenation
process, the native surface oxidation layer is removed. Moreover, it passivates the surface,
keeping it oxidation-free for at least an hour in air. (b) Removal of surface oxide by 60s
sputtering in a pristine sample. (c) Te oxide peaks are separated by ∆E = 3.8 eV, easily
distinguishable from H−Te peaks with ∆E = 1 eV (see Fig. 4.6c). (d) Chlorine (Cl) is not
detected (within the 0.1% sensitivity limit) in either pristine (black) or hydrogenated (red)
samples — Cl 2p peaks are expected within the purple-shaded range.
Bi-4f Te-3d Cl-2p O-1s
30.17% 69.83% 0.00% 0.00%
Table 4.4: XPS detection of Bi, Te, Cl and O in hydrogenated Bi2Te3. The sample
was exposed to air for ∼1h after hydrogenation. Neither oxygen or chlorine are detected.
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4.6 Density functional theory (DFT) calculated band-
structures under hydrogenation conditions
We performed DFT calculations on a pristine Bi2Te3 slab and three Bi2Te3 slabs with hydro-
gen at interstitial sites or within the van der Waals gaps, using VASP [104, 105] code. The
four slabs have thickness of four quintuple layers (QLs) which is about 4 nm. For the inter-
stitial sites H-Te(2) bonding was considered, whereas for hydrogen within the van der Waals
gaps H-Te(1) bonding and H-Te(1)-H bonding were separately considered. We henceforth
refer to these three hydrogen-included structures as Case I, II, and III. For the pristine slab,
we used a supercell of 1 × 1 × 4QLs, while for the slabs with hydrogen we used a supercell
of 3 × 3 × 4QLs. For simplicity of the band structure, hydrogen was included in order to
retain inversion symmetry. For Case I and II, two hydrogen atoms were included, while
for Case III four hydrogen atoms were included in the supercells. We used Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) [108] generalized gradient approximation with projector-augmented-wave
(PAW) pseudopotentials [106, 107]. Spin-orbit coupling was included self-consistently and
van der Waals interaction was included using the DFT-D3 correction method of Grimme et
al. [139].
The geometries of the slabs were fully relaxed until the residual forces were less than
0.01 eV/Å. The number of k points sampled is 11 × 11 × 1 for the pristine slab, while it is
5×5×1 for the hydrogen-included slabs, including the Γ point. In order to avoid interactions
between neighboring supercells, a vacuum layer of about 20 Å was included in a supercell.
After the geometry relaxation, in Case I, the H-Te(1) bond length is 1.74 Å, whereas in Case
II and III, the H-Te(2) bond lengths are 1.91 and 1.92 Å, respectively. The formation energies
of the defect for Case I, II, and III are −2.4, −2.6, and −1.8 eV per hydrogen, respectively.
Since the formation energy of Case II is lowest, the most stable defect configuration is H-Te(1)
bonding within the van der Waals gap. Figure 4.10 shows the calculated band structures of





































Figure 4.9: DFT-calculated bandstructures under hydrogenation and hydrogen-
induced conductivity type conversion in a magnetic TI. DFT bandstructures for
four quintuple layer (QL) slabs of (a) pristine Bi2Te3, (b) with interstitial hydrogen (H-
Te(2)) bonding) within QLs and (c) with hydrogen in the vdW gap (H-Te(1) bonding). The
red color indicates the states localized at the top or bottom surface states. (d) Calculated
total electronic densities of states (DOS). Top: For pristine Bi2Te3. Middle: With hydrogen
in the vdW gaps acting as electron donor. Bottom: Cl would act as electron acceptor,
moving EF in the opposite direction — the doping action not observed experimentally in
transport and consistent with the absence of Cl in XPS.
Case I, II, and III. The band structure of the pristine Bi2Te3 is shown in Fig. 4.9a.
We also performed DFT calculations on a pristine Bi2Se3 slab and a Bi2Se3 slab with
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a b c
Figure 4.10: DFT-calculated band structures for three cases of H-Te bonding in
Bi2Te3. (a) Interstitial, H-Te(2) bonding within QL. (b) H-Te(1) bonding in the vdW gap,
and (c) H-Te(1)-H bonding in the vdW gap (H2Te). Surface states are denoted as red color.
hydrogen within the van der Waals gap (similar to Case II in the case of Bi2Te3) when
the slabs are 4 QLs thick. We used the same parameter values and the same number of k
points as in the case of Bi2Te3. The geometries of the two slabs were fully relaxed until the
residual forces are less than 0.01 eV/Å. Considering the result of Bi2Te3 slab, we considered
H-Se(1) bonding only. The H-Se(1) bond length is 1.50 Å. The formation energy of the
defect is −2.1 eV per hydrogen. Since the formation energy is negative, this defect is stable.
Figure 4.11 shows the calculated band structures of the pristine Bi2Se3 slab and the slab
with Se(1)-H bonding. The H-Se(1) bonding moves the Fermi level EF into the conduction
band, similarly to the case of Bi2Te3 — compare Fig. 4.10b to Fig. 4.11b. Figure 4.12 shows
calculated DOS for the pristine Bi2Se3 and the slab with H-Se(1) bonding. This shift of
the EF and the calculated DOS plots support the electron doping effect of hydrogen on
the Bi2Se3 slab. To reduce high computational cost, we used thin slabs which produced a
small gap at the Γ point caused by hybridization between top and bottom surface states.














Figure 4.11: DFT-calculated band structures for H:Bi2Se3. (a) Crystal structure
cartoon showing H-Se(1) or H-Te(1) bonding after relaxation. (b) Pristine 4-QL slab. (c)
H-Se(1) bonding in the vdW gap for the 4-QL slab. The Fermi level is shifted to conduction
bands with the introduction of hydrogen. The small gap at Γ point is caused by hybridization
between top and bottom surface states due to small slab size in the calculation. For thicker
slabs the surface-state gap is closed, which is the case for the samples which were measured.
Surface states are denoted as red color. The strong surface hybridization prevents us from
identification of the bottom-part of the Dirac cone.
This gap is closed for thicker slabs. Note that the experimental samples are several hundreds
nanometers thick. The electron doping effect of hydrogen would not change for thicker slabs.
The size of the surface hybridization gap for Bi2Se3 differs from the corresponding gap size
for Bi2Te3.
We note that both Te and Se dihydrides have been known to form. Te is isoelectronic to Se
— it is the next group VI-A element. Its larger atomic core and weaker electronegativity than
Se means that Te will exhibit a different chemistry. H2Se [140] is stable as gas molecules and
as a solid at ambient pressure, but H2Te gas molecules are unstable and rapidly decompose
into the constituent elements (above -2◦C [141]). At megabar pressures a number of stable
species of Te hydrates (such as H4Te, H5Te2, or HTe3) can emerge [142].
The electron-donor action of hydrogen in a vdW TI through formation of hydrogen-






















Figure 4.12: DFT-calculated electronic density of states (DOS) for H:Bi2Se3. (a)
Pristine 4-QL slab. (b) The Fermi level is shifted toward BCB above DP in case of H-Se(1)
bonding in the vdW gap for the 4-QL slab. The Dirac point is labeled as DP in both (a)
and (b).
chalcogen moiety is borne out by the density functional theory (DFT) calculations and
Figs. 4.10-4.12). The calculated band structures of Bi2Te3 (Fig. 4.9a-c) show that after
hydrogenation the Dirac bands are preserved while the Fermi level EF is upshifted into the
BCB. This n-type doping is independent of whether H+ goes in interstitially or into the
van der Waals gaps, however the H-Te moiety appears most stable within the vdW gap
(the formation energies are in line with XPS). The calculated local density of states (DOS)
(Fig. 4.9d) highlights the shift of EF relative to the Dirac point (DP). Bi2Te3 structure
maintains charge balance within each quintuple layer (QL) of atoms Te(1)-Bi–Te(2)-Bi-Te(1),
where the superscripts distinguish the inequivalent Te sites (see Fig. 4.11a). The Te-Bi
bonds are polar-covalent while only weak vdW type bonding exists between the neighboring
Te(1)–Te(1) planes with relatively weak and highly polarizable bonds. The hydrogen prefers
going to the region between these planes (Fig. 4.12), while the crystal structure remains
intact (Fig. 4.13).
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Figure 4.13: Single crystal XRD spectrum of pristine and hydrogenated Bi2Te3.
(a) Hydrogenation leaves crystal structure intact, here shown after 8 hour exposure to HCl.
(b) A small increase of the c-axis lattice parameter (≈ 0.00519Å) after hydrogenation is
due to uniform expansion along the c-axis as hydrogen is incorporated into vdW gaps.
The full-width-half-max (FWHM) of the XRD peak is unchanged, indicating absence of
hydrogen-induced structural disorder.
4.7 Surface transport in a topological magnet under
hydrogenation
The technique is also very powerful in magnetic TI, and particularly in a very promising ITM
class. One example is the intrinsic ferromagnetic MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 superlattice [68] where
initial bulk carrier density is in the 1020 cm−3 range, yet type conversion across the CNP
by hydrogen is obtained (Figs. 4.14&4.15). Hydrogenation can also deliver an essentially
continuous EF tuning across the bulk gap of an intrinsic topological antiferromagnet, where
the axion insulator behavior was very recently reported when the antiferromagnetic ITM was
made thin enough (∼ 6 SLs or ∼ 8 nm) [63] to reduce the contribution from bulk conduction
channels and to be able to deplete bulk carriers by electrostatic gating. We demonstrate that
through hydrogen-tuning of EF we can turn the bulk AFM ITM into an insulating state sans
voltage gating. Figure 4.17a shows how the longitudinal resistance Rxx(T ) of a ten times
thicker MnBi2−xSbxTe4 (x = 0.6) crystal continuously transforms under hydrogenation from
a metallic-like into a strongly insulating-like — a feat not achieved by a step-wise Bi/Sb
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MnBi2Te4/(Bi2Te3)n
d e
Figure 4.14: HAADF-STEM images of MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 superlattice with the
corresponding EDX elemental mapping. (a) Cross-sectional area of an intrinsic
MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 superlattice consisting of septuple layers (SLs) of MnBi2Te4 and quin-
tuple layers (QLs) of Bi2Te3, with a mostly quasi-periodic (SL-8QL-SL-...) sequence. A
larger SL separation of 10-12 QLs is also occasionally observed. The EDX elemental maps
in (b) of Mn and Bi and in (c) of Mn alone show that Mn is mostly localized in SLs. (d)
HAADF-STEM image of the atomic structure on an expanded scale. Septuple layer (SL) of
MnBi2Te4 SL is highlighted by the yellow shade. (e) Zoom of the SL region (left) with the
corresponding EDX elemental maps of Mn and Te (right).
alloying [69]. Under hydrogen uptake the Néel temperature TN ∼ 25 K remains unchanged
while the low-temperature Rxx(T ) increases by about two orders of magnitude, reaching
maximum value at the CNP (Fig. 4.17d). The Hall resistance Rxy (Fig. 4.17e) at the CNP
displays ambipolar behavior, akin to the one in Bi2Te3 (Fig. 4.2b).
The field dependencies of Rxx(H) and Rxy(H) under hydrogenation are consistent with
the results in thin flakes under voltage gating [63, 117], also see Fig. 4.16 & 4.17. Near the
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Figure 4.15: Magnetization and electrical transport characterization of single crys-
tal MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 superlattice. (a) Magnetization M vs. temperature after zero-field
cooling (ZFC) and filed-cooling (FC) in a 100 Oe field. (b) Magnetic hysteresis loop mea-
sured at 2 K. (c) Longitudinal resistance Rxx at 2 K as a function of hydrogenation time
and (d) Hall resistance Rxy vs. magnetic field for different hydrogenation times shows p- to
n-type conversion in the bulk.
CNP the magnetoresistance Rxx(H) sharply changes at two characteristic fields: H1, above
which the spin order is driven into a canted AFM state [69, 70], and H2 at which all spins
align in a FM state (Fig. 4.17c). Below H1, Hall resistance Rxy(H) exhibits a distinct plateau
(where some of the SLs align with field) and a ‘zero-plateau’ (Fig. 4.17g). Together with
the rapidly decreasing Rxx(H1 < H < H2) these are the key signatures of surface currents
in close proximity to the Chern [113] and axion [65] insulator states.






























































































Figure 4.16: Magnetoresistance of Mn(Bi0.6Sb0.4)2Te4 (MBST) tuned to the vicin-
ity of CNP by hydrogenation. (a) Longitudinal resistance Rxx(T ) of a ∼ 80 nm thick
MBST crystal on an expanded scale showing the metallic behavior in a pristine sample (in-
set), and a transition to the insulating behavior under hydrogenation. The Néel temperature
TN ∼= 25 K that manifests as a cusp is robust. b, Longitudinal and c, Hall resistances vs.
magnetic field for different hydrogenation times. Color code is the same in all panels. Hall
resistance at 8 T turns from positive to negative after hydrogenating for 11.8 h. The pro-
cess is reversed by a 10 min thermal anneal at 77◦C — Hall resistance changes sign again
and the maximum longitudinal resistance of the bulk is achieved (See Fig. 4.17). Inserts:
Illustration of magnetization alignment stages with external magnetic field. Spins remain
antiferromagnetically aligned for H < 2.5 T. The alignment with the applied field proceeds
continuously with increasing field in the 2.5 T < H < 6 T range (indicated as blue shade).
The full alignment with magnetic field is obtained for H > 6 T. Below TN and above the
characteristic field H1 ≈ 2.5 T (cyan arrows) the system is driven into a canted AFM state,
and becomes fully FM aligned at H2 ≈ 6 T (black arrows).




































































Figure 4.17: Ambipolar conduction in Mn(Bi0.6Sb0.4)2Te4 (MBST) and surface
magneto-response. (a) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and (b) Hall resistance Rxy of the
same crystal at 1.9 K (below TN), both as a function of hydrogenation time and annealing
temperature Ta. The maximum of Rxx is at the CNP where the conduction is converted
from p- to n-type, and correspondingly the ambipolar behavior is observed in Rxy. (c) Rxx
and (d) Hall resistance Rxy at 1.9 K measured at the CNP as a function of applied magnetic
field. The surface Hall currents switch from a zero Rxy plateau to a finite plateau when some
of the SLs align with the field. The Rxy plateaus observed below H1 are hallmark signatures
of the Chern and axion insulator states.
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4.8 Hydrogenation of other topological materials
















































Figure 4.18: Conduction type conversion in Bi2Te2Se by hydrogenation. (a) Hall
resistance Rxy vs. magnetic field H after hydrogenation and on annealing at different tem-
peratures Ta. The conversion from p- to n-type and back is indicated by the sign change
of the slope dRxy/dH. (b) Evolution of magnetoresistance under annealing implemented
to tune Bi2Te2Se crystal to stable CNP; it evolves from a quadratic field dependance of a
typical bulk metal to a weak antilocalization (WAL) regime with the characteristic low-field
cusp near CNP [25, 74].

























































T = 2 K
Figure 4.19: Hydrogenation induced n-type doping in Ca(0.4%):Bi2Se3. (a) During
the dehydrogenation process of a heavily hydrogenated sample S1 (48 hours), the longitudinal
resistance Rxx is increased. (b) Concurrently, the Hall slope becomes steeper as EF is
downshifted towards the initial position (i.e. n-type closer to CNP). (c) The WAL from SS
is more apparent as EF is downshifted towards the bulk gap.
The Fermi level tuning by hydrogenation demonstrated here is very general, indeed it
is remarkably effective in other chalcogen-based TI. We have achieved the type conversion
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across the CNP in Se-containing materials, such as Bi2Te2Se (Fig. 4.18) and Ca-doped Bi2Se3
(Figs. 4.19, 2.5). Our DFT calculations confirm that a stable [H-Se]− moiety similarly acts
to move the Fermi level towards the conduction bands (Figs. 4.11, 4.12).
4.9 Summary and outlook
Finally, we remark that a paucity of bulk-insulating topological materials significantly im-
pedes the search for emergent topological quantum phenomena, with the prospect for real-
world applications remaining far off. Hydrogen-tunability of high bulk carrier densities ex-
pands the availability of robust and easily accessible platforms for observing and harnessing
distinct topological phases with stunning macroscopic manifestations, such as dissipation-
less edge transport of charge and axion electrodynamics [113] in topological magnets. It
should facilitate the search for quantized magnetoelectric [64] and magnetooptical [143] ef-
fects, and could lead to higher-temperature and higher-order topological states for future
antiferromagnetic spintronics [83] and quantum computing.
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